
Bodyguard 421 

Chapter 421 – Easily 

Uncle Yan nodded slightly before sending a fist at Lin Yi. He could see that Lin Yi had speed, but he was 

still just a regular human- one fist from him could end him. 

A smack sounded, and both Uncle Yan and Ruoming stared in silence- Lin Yi had sent a palm across 

Ruomings cheek again, not even trying to dodge Uncle Yans fist, as if he couldnt care less! 

Have you become retarded? Getting a sickly old man to deal with me? I know retard pills are good but 

you cant eat them too much! Ive never seen someone as retarded as you! 

That statement pissed Uncle Yan so much it almost amused him- after recovering from the shock he 

understood what it meant for the ignorant to be fearless. He was an early phase golden class, and this 

guy was calling him a sickly old man! 

 

He was quite sickly, though- thatd been true ever since he was small. He never had the healthiest body, 

and that meant that the early phase of the golden class was as far as he could get. There hadnt been any 

progress after that, so hed put himself on the line, positioning himself as the vanguard for his sect, filling 

the shoes of robbing and stealing to fund the sect. 

But that was comparing himself to other members of the sect! What did this breast milk drinking kid 

think he was saying, calling him an old man? 

Blood rushed up Uncle Yans head, prompting him to fire an even harder punch- he was planning on 

killing Lin Yi with one go!! 

But the fist hadnt reached Lin Yi yet when another crisp smack sounded, sending Uncle Yan tumbling 

onto the floor. Five fresh lines of red appeared on his cheek after the slap. 

You think youre hot stuff, arent you? You think its such a big deal youre a golden class early phase? How 

old are you, old man, dont you feel shame bullying two young people like this? With that, Lin Yi stepped 

on Uncle Yans head and deformed the left side of his cheek, popping even his teeth out. 

Ruoming and Tang Yin sweated at Lin Yis words- people usually said that about young people bullying 

the elderly, but it was a first to hear that turned around 

Although, Uncle Yan didnt find the statement out of place at all. Ruoming and Tang Yins understanding 

only applied to the mortal world- things were different in the Wulin one! People in that world usually 

got tougher and stronger as they aged, so the elderly picking on the young was something that people 

would call bullying if word got out. 

But was this really the elderly picking on the young anymore? Uncle Yan felt like crying! Hed completely 

failed to assess his opponent- not only did the guy see what level he was at with just one look, it didnt 

even look like he needed to tire himself to beat him up! 

 



He was an early phase golden class!! He was golden class, and Lin Yi was stepping on him relentlessly 

like he was stepping on a defenseless dog! He had to be at least golden class mid phase or end phase 

from what the situation provided. 

Uncle Yan Wh-What are you doing? Theres no need to worry, theres no one here Its alright if you just kill 

him Ruoming still hadnt caught on yet- he assumed that Uncle Yan was making himself look weak on 

purpose, pretending that Lin Yi was forcing him into a corner, so that hed be able to unleash his violence 

on the kid all of a sudden! 

 

Thatd achieve the purpose, but it just didnt feel right- it wasnt pleasing to him if Ruoming couldnt see 

Lin Yi get annihilated with one shot. Ruoming decided to remind Uncle Yan as he panicked. 

One couldnt blame Ruomings mindset here- to him, a golden class master at the early phase was a godly 

existence, a symbol of invincibility. Hed heard from his father Tiandi that it took several heavily armed 

cops to barely be able to pressure down Uncle Yan! That was simply insane- it meant that Uncle Yan 

would have an overwhelming victory one on one! 

Ruoming didnt understand how powerful a golden class early phase was, but he felt that it had to be 

stronger than Lin Yi! As much of a fighter Lin Yi was, he was still a regular person, and that meant he 

wouldnt be able to compare with a master from the Wulin world! 

 

Even if Lin Yi did destroy Heibao, the guy was still just a street gangster! He could be a good fighter all he 

wanted, that still wasn’t enough to put him on the golden class early phase level! It was only natural that 

Ruoming would utter something so ignorant and idiotic. 

Uncle Yans heart was feeling rather bitter as Ruoming spoke- had the guy still not understood the 

situation yet? Did Ruoming think he was getting stepped on voluntarily? He was getting stepped on 

because he couldnt handle the opponent! The gap between the enemy and him was so prominent that 

it wasnt a fair fight in the slightest! 

 

Zou Ruoming, how come you knew where I was? Lin Yi didnt forget to ask Ruoming questions as he 

stepped on Uncle Yan. 

Dont get so cocky yet, Lin Yi- just wait until Uncle Yan gets serious, hell fuck you up! The idiot still hadnt 

caught on, convinced that Uncle Yan was able to finish Lin Yi off. You hit my dads car and broke my 

brothers arm- Ive come with Uncle Yan to personally have my revenge on you!! 

Oh? That idiot from earlier, thats your old man? Lin Yi said, enlightened. So that was why Ruoming knew 

where he was, it was because Tiandi was his father, and Ruoguang his brother! 

 

It proved the saying true- you wouldnt be in the same family if you werent family. This here was a family 

of idiots. 

Uncle Yan, whatre you doing!! Hurry up, off this kid!! Ruoming was getting confused- why wasnt Uncle 

Yan unleashing his strength on Lin Yi yet? 



Elder Jiao, theres a lot of people here, cant really kill this old man. Is there any way I can disable his 

strength? Lin Yi asked Elder Jiao in the jade silently. 

Of course! Elder Jiao spoke up. These people in the martial world who used incomplete training 

methods to reach golden class- theres plenty of flaws in them, nowhere as perfect as your Art of Dragon 

Mastery. As long as theyre not at the earth class yet theyll have an achilles heel on them, so if you hit 

that, the person basically becomes useless. Unless they retrain their body from the start, using physical 

training to get to the golden stage again. 

So wheres his achilles heel? Lin said, pleasantly surprised at the answer. 

That I do not know. Elder Jiao replied. 

…… Lin Yi wasnt expecting that at all- even Elder Jiao didnt know? 

But usually golden class peoples achilles heel is at the pubic region, except for some special case physical 

practitioners. Elder Jiaos follow up gave Lin Yi hope again. 

With a slam, Lin Yi slammed his foot into Uncle Yans pubic region. He cried out like a ghost before 

fainting, falling onto the ground like a deflated balloon. 

Lin Yi knew that hed hit Uncle Yan square in his achilles heel, disabling him completely- the instant he 

connected the attack he sensed Uncle Yans pure qi rapidly escaping his body and dissipating. 

Just like what Elder Jiao said- Lin Yi couldnt feel Uncle Yans power level anymore. To him, the guy was 

just a very normal old man. 

Ruoming stared in shock at the scene- never would he have imagined that Uncle Yan would faint like 

that! Was it real or was he pretending? 

He saw Lin Yi walking towards him the next instant. 

Chapter 422 – He’s Mute 

Ruomings hair stood up as he watched Lin Yi walk over, completely terrified. Wh-Whatre you doing! 

Dont Get away 

A slap was sent across Ruomings face again, this time with more power behind it- it sent Ruomings teeth 

flying out, splitting his lips as well. 

You You killed Uncle Yan? Ruoming was in complete disbelief- this was a golden class they were talking 

about, a god! How come he was dead after Lin Yi stepped on him a couple of times? How was that 

possible at all?? 

No, Im not like you, okay, I dont shout kill him!, kill him! if Im pissed. Im actually not that bold at all. LIn 

Yi said and sent another slap across Ruomings cheek, turning his face into a pig-face. 

Misunderstanding, its a misunderstanding Boss Lin Yi, Im actually here with Uncle Yan to cause you 

trouble because my dad asked me to, its not my fault, Im just a messenger Dont do anything to me 

Ruoming knew that he wouldnt be able to get away from Lin Yi- running meant digging his own grave! 

Without much of a choice left, he arched his body into a kneeling position. Boss Lin Yi, it really isnt me!! 



Im not talking about that. Lin Yi shook his head. Im talking about you going after Tang Yin! 

Lin Yi stepped on Ruomings face- he cried out tragically in response. 

I told you shes my woman, why do you keep going after her? You wanna die? Lin Yi felt that he needed 

to give this Ruoming a lesson hed remember for good- he wouldnt know about this scary thing called 

death otherwise. 

Ow Oww Ruoming cried out as he held his head in his hands. Boss Lin Yi, I wont do it anymore It wont 

happen again I got caught up in my lust, it wont happen again Please let me go 

Lin Yi dont hit him anymore What if he dies Tang Yin was shocked at Lin Yis insanity from earlier, but still 

managed to find it sweet that hed go so far for her. It didnt matter what kind of danger she was in, as 

long as Lin Yi was here, hed protect her 

But, as much as Tang Yin hated Ruoming, killing him wasnt an option. She didnt want Lin Yi to go to 

prison because of something like this- she needed to stop him. 

Ha, he wont die. Itll be far from that, at most hell just become retarded. But thatll be nice, he wouldnt 

have to spend so much money buying retard pills all the time, the bastard. Ill just step on him until he 

becomes retarded. Lin Yi smiled. 

No Dont I dont wanna be a retard Boss Lin Yi, please let me go Ruoming was on the verge of tearing up- 

hed rather die than become a retard! 

 

Scram. Lin Yi said faintly. 

(In Chinese scram translates into roll, as in roll away.) 

Yes, Ill scram, Ill scram right now Ruoming didnt dare get up and run- who knew if Lin Yi would use that 

to dish out more punishment at him. To make that scenario as unlikely as possible, Ruoming literally 

started rolling on the ground to move himself away 

Haha Tang Yin couldnt help but laugh at what Ruoming looked like. She didnt want Lin Yi to use violence, 

but she had to admit that what was happening relieved and eased her. 

If it werent for Lin Yi, shed still be suffering from Ruomings teasing and messing with her every day- who 

knew how thatd end? 

Lin Yi took one look at Uncle Yan and pulled his phone out to give Lingshan a call. 

Lingshan was about to get Tiandi and Ruoguang to the traffic police department on the other side- on 

the surface, the two hadnt committed any crimes or anything, theyd just broken some traffic laws. 

Lingshan wasnt responsible for that area, and she couldnt really do anything anyway. 

Shed just returned to her office when her phone rang- it was Lin Yi calling. Lingshan frowned, wondering 

if Lin Yi had messed up again. After all, she didnt think that hed thought up a solution to cure Liu Bojia 

that quickly- he was calling for something else! 

 



She massaged her temple and picked the phone up helplessly. Lin Yi. Whats wrong? 

Got out of the police station and drove into an ambush. I subdued the guy, so come pick him up. Lin Yi 

said. 

Wha?! You got ambushed? Who is it? Lingshan blinked. 

A guy Zou Tiandi sent, I guess. Lin Yi said faintly. Hurry up, its just straight ahead if you start from the 

police station. Youll see me if you go straight. 

With that, he hung the phone up, much to Lingshans frustration. Was that a command?? Was the guy 

actually giving her a command??? She was pissed off, but she was required to go- she got up and walked 

downstairs before driving to where Lin Yi was. 

Isnt that just an old man? Zou Tiandi sent him? You didnt hit him with your car, did you? Lingshan 

suspected that Lin Yi drove right into someone and decided to pin it on Tiandi, even calling an innocent 

old man Tiandis lackey. Hes supposed to be the ambusher? 

Early phase golden class. Lin Yi shrugged. Could you get any more braindead? 

Early phase golden class? Lingshan opened her mouth in shock. She took a closer look at the man, and 

her expression changed- this was a fugitive! This was a fugitive lying in front of her! 

 

Lingshan was the captain of the criminal police, and would always look over the pictures of listed 

fugitives- as a result, she recognized this old man immediately from the countless images in her head. 

Yan Qiyuan, a wanted murderer and robber on the run for more than two years, with no trails leading to 

him. She never expected to see him here! 

 

He should be a fugitive, right? Lin Yi made a guess judging from Lingshans reaction. 

He is! Lingshan nodded, a trace of joy in her eyes. Lin Yi actually stumbled on and managed to capture a 

fugitive! This Yan Qiyuan was an early phase golden class, that was true, but hed been disabled by Lin Yi 

from the looks of it, not much different from Heibaos situation. 

Lin Yi patted Qiyuan on his body twice to wake him up- his face was overflowing with sadness and pain. 

He was an early phase golden class! How could he have been disabled so easily? Why was there 

someone this powerful in the mortal world in the first place? From what he could see, Lin Yi must be 

only around twenty years old! 

 

Lingshan took out her handcuffs and cuffed Qiyuan. She couldnt feel any danger from him, but the guy 

was still a golden class threat. She didnt want to let her guard down when dealing with someone like 

this. 

Alright, Im going then. Lin Yi said, preparing to leave now that things had come to an end. 

Wait, I need you to come to the station with me Lingshan stopped Lin Yi. 



Just say you were the one who captured him- its not the first time anyway! Lin Yi couldnt bother going 

back with Lin Yi- it was so much trouble. 

But the criminals testimony Lingshan was thinking that there might be trouble if she claimed to have 

captured the man when she didnt. 

Lin Yi casually tapped Qiyuan on the neck a couple of times. Alright, hes mute now, cant talk anymore. 

Chapter 423 – What To Do 

   

Ah? Lingshan paused, her eyes on Lin Yi and full of disbelief. She herself was golden class, and had 

conjectured that Lin Yi should be the same- but that miraculous movement from earlier was something 

shed never seen before. 

Two casual taps and hed turned someone mute? 

Uncle Yan himself couldnt believe it as well- he hadnt seen a technique like that before. Was it an 

acupuncture technique? That shouldnt be possible He was someone from the Wulin world, and even he 

hadnt heard about anyone who was capable of that. It was a fancy move in movies, and that was it- it 

had zero practical use whatsoever. He was just about to prove Lin Yis unbelievable claim wrong when he 

realized that he couldnt utter a word, much to his shock. 

Speechless, Lingshan looked at Qiyuan, who seemed to be trying to make a sound. It seemed that Lin Yi 

really did turn him into a mute- The idea of stripping away someones ability of speech with just some 

taps was frightening. 

Oh, right, he can still write. Maybe I should make him retarded too. Lin Yi said as the concern crossed his 

mind. 

Mm Mmm Qiyuan shook his head as if his life depended on it- what the hell!! What would he live for if 

he turned retarded? He still needed to get the news to his sect, and he didnt really have effort to spare 

talking to the cops about who the one who captured him was, he was dying anyway! Speaking so much 

would just be a waste of saliva. 

Look, he says he wont talk. Alright, were done then. Im leaving. Naturally, Lin Yi couldnt really do 

something like to to Qiyuan right in front of LIngshan. He shrugged and got in the car with Tang Yin. 

Lingshan looked at Lin Yi, conflicted. She brought Qiyuan into her police car and drove back to the 

station quickly. 

Lingshan walked in with Qiyuan and bumped into Tiandi and Ruoguang coming out after their penalties 

from the traffic police. 

Tiandi was overtaken by surprise as Lingshan brought Qiyuan in- he was horrified the next instant. Why 

was Uncle Yan being arrested? Didnt he ask Ruoming to get him to stop Lin Yi? 

Whats wrong, do you know this murderer and robber fugitive, Mister Zou? Lingshan took one look at 

the shocked Tiandi and understood immediately that he was the one who sent Qiyuan on Lin Yi. 

Although, Tiandi probably wouldnt admit to that if she didnt have evidence. 



No, no I dont know him Tiandi shook his head quickly before leaving the place with Ruoguang. He didnt 

want to get involved with a murderer, even if he was already compromised. 

Lingshan looked at Ruoguang and Tiandis departing figures and smiled coldly. She turned around to see 

Liu Wangli. 

Captain Song, bringing someone in? What could he have done at that age? Wangli asked after seeing the 

old man Lingshan was handling.  

Yan Qiyuan, wanted murderer and robber. Lingshan ordered faintly. Ill leave him to you. 

Captain Song, you You caught Yan Qiyuan? Wanglis eyes were wide open, absolutely impressed with 

Lingshan. Shed been solving cases left and right recently, and along with her title in the police 

department and criminal police team- shed become a replacement for Yang Huaijun! 

The gossip about Lingshan being only a vanguard charger with no case-solving abilities ceased as well- 

everyone had acknowledged her! Wangli never liked it when people talked behind his boss like that, but 

the contents of those talks had drastically changed into praises, much to his surprise. This time Lingshan 

even brought back a fugitive! It was a day to be proud. 

But Lingshan, on the other hand, had complicated feelings. Exactly what kind of relationship did she 

have with Lin Yi? Were they partners or enemies? Things were getting really blurry 

Tiandi and Ruoguang got back in the car, Tiandis heart still thumping heavily. Ruoguang, did I see that 

right? Was that Uncle Yan?? 

It was! Ruoguang nodded. Did Song Lingshan beat him? Isnt he an early phase golden class?? 

I dont know! We should give Ruoming a call first! Tiandi was quite rushed in learning the truth. 

Hello? Ruoming? What the hells going on, how come the cops have Uncle Yan? Tiandi started spamming 

questions before Ruoming even had the chance to speak. 

Dad, were in trouble! Ruoming was pretty traumatized himself, currently hiding away at home. He didnt 

even dare go back to school anymore. That kid Lin Yi, hes from our school! Hes a master! He destroyed 

Uncle Yan with a slap and knocked him out by stepping on him a couple times! 

What!! Hes that good?? Tiandi was at a loss for words at Ruomings revealation- what surprised him 

most was how Ruoming even knew Lin Yi! 

 

Hes one of the tyrants in our school, nobody dares go near him right now Ruomings voice was almost 

cracking up. Hed always disliked me, and I still went and caused him trouble by bringing Uncle Yan! Im in 

big trouble because of you, dad! I cant even go back to school anymore 

Tiandis face paled instantly- he knew very well what sort of strength Uncle Yan had. Someone who could 

easily beat down Uncle Yan? That was a monster, and hed pissed this monster off! 

 

Just thinking about it terrified Tiandi- if Lin Yi actually wanted him dead itd be as easy as crushing an ant 

for him! He was even trying to get a hospital room from him that day He couldnt imagine what sort of 



consequences that couldve taken place! 

 

Tiandi wasnt the most affected Zou here- it was Ruoguang, whod heard what Ruoming had said to 

Tiandi. He was even more terrified than his father was. Dad, I told you we couldnt piss this guy off, but 

you didnt listen! Were screwed now! If that guy wants us dead itd be like playing with some toys, weve 

got no chance! What do we do! You even told me to bring some men to teach him a lesson, thank god I 

didnt! Youd be burning money in front of my grave if I did! 

Alright, Ruoguang, calm down- Lin Yis really strong, but didnt he let us go? He let Uncle Yan and let 

Ruoming go, so that means he couldnt bother with common folk like us! Well just stay away from him, 

thatll be enough! Ill find a way to give him a red packet and apologize with a dinner, hell let us go, 

hopefully! Tiandi wasnt a nobody- analyzing the situation and providing a strategy was well within his 

capabilities. 

Thats the only thing we can do now! Ruoguang nodded. I let my lust get to my head once, and I even 

tried to mess with the girl who was with him Just Just thinking about it scares me!! 

Thats right- I know what he looks like now, I even saved his picture. Next time we see him well go the 

long way and avoid him! If thats not possible well pay him respects! Like the saying goes, you dont hit 

someone who smiles at you! Well try to please him, and since hes a high-class master he wouldnt stoop 

down to our level to bicker with us! Tiandi said. 

Thats the only way we can go now! Ruoguangs face was still looking rather bitter. 

Chapter 424 – Feng Xiaoxiao Wants Revenge 

Xiaoxiao didnt have a strategy to carry out against Lin Yi yet, but still found it embarrassing to face him. 

That rain hed soaked her with was still something that embarrassed her. 

It was the most awkward and humiliating thing shed ever experienced, and itd come from Lin Yi. 

But what Xiaoxiao didnt expect, however, was that Lin Yi wasnt there in the classroom when she 

returned- it gave her relief. 

Hey pretty girl, you know my boss? Xiaobo turned around, curious who this Feng Xiaoxiao was. She was 

obviously here for Lin Yi, but this wasnt something he could really ask him. He wasnt here, too, so asking 

Xiaoxiao was the only way to get answers. 

Lin Yis your boss? Xiaoxiao was about to get some information on Lin Yi from someone who knew him- 

this was good timing. 

Yeah, Im his follower! Xiaobo said gleefully, as if being a lackey of Lin Yis was a high honor. 

Oh Xiaoxiaos eyes darted around as a plan formed in her mind. Let me tell you a secret- dont tell anyone 

else, okay? Including your boss Lin Yi. 

Uh Xiaobo hesitated. He wanted to hear what this secret Xiaoxiao wanted to tell him was, but hiding 

something from Lin Yi didnt feel right. 



If you dont promise then I wont say it. Xiaoxiao employed a heavier method after seeing Xiaobos 

hesitation. Its about why I came to see your boss 

As she expected, it piqued Xiaobos interest. He scratched his ear as he hesitated for a long time. Then 

Alright, say it then, I wont tell my boss! 

You really cant tell him, or itll be really embarrassing for me. Xiaoxiao put on a pitiful face as she looked 

at Xiaobo. 

Dont worry, I never break my word! I promise I wont tell my boss. Xiaobo said with a pat on his chest. 

But Xiaobo wasnt stupid- he promised Xiaoxiao that he wouldnt tell Lin Yi, but no one said anything 

about Tang Yin. He could tell Tang Yin this secret, and shed tell Lin Yi about Itd have nothing to do with 

him at that point. 

Actually, I like Lin Yi. I transferred schools just for him! Xiaoxiao blushed as she whispered to Xiaobo. 

Wha?! Xiaobos eyes were wide open at the reveal. You Youre an admirer? 

Yeah Xiaoxiao nodded. You cant tell anybody, alright 

I Dont worry, I made the promise Xiaobo was in a difficult position- this wasnt really something he 

should be telling Tang Yin. It was gossip, too. 

Hey, can you tell me about Lin Yi? I want to understand him better From what Xiaoxiao could see, 

Ruoming and Pinliangs information wasnt directly from Lin Yi- itd be different if it was information from 

a person interacting with Lin Yi on a daily basis. Information like that was more reliable. 

You know this, but my boss has a girlfriend already Its not looking good for you Xiaobo sighed as he 

contemplated how fortunate his boss was- the girls who liked him were all so beautiful. 

Its alright, I dont mind. I dont care about it being official or anything, or if I even get recognized I just 

want to silently be by his side. I wont try to fight to be his girlfriend or anything. Xiaoxiao nodded, her 

tone very sad as she spoke. 

Ah!? Xiaobo froze- were there still girls like that in this day and age? Xiaoxiao was a pretty girl in high 

demand- getting a boyfriend of any kind shouldnt be hard for her at all, but she was saying that she 

didnt mind being with Lin Yi without the title! 

 

His boss was an excellent person, and Xiaobo admired him for that- but he couldnt but feel compassion 

towards Xiaoxiao. So youre saying that you want to be by his side in secret, giving and not taking? 

Yeah Xiaoxiao nodded. 

Boss is here Well talk next time Xiaobo raised his head to see Lin Yi walking in- he shut his mouth right 

away. 

Lin Yi didnt encounter much traffic on the way back with Tang Yin, but he was still a bit late to class. 

They were only walking in after the first afternoon class had ended. 



What surprised Lin Yi as class carried on was how Xiaoxiao, who had on a fresh change of clothes, 

treated him- she seemed to have forgotten all about the bathroom incident! She didnt cause him 

trouble for it, or bring it up at all. 

What surprised Lin Yi more was Xiaoxiaos complete silence towards him the whole afternoon. 

Lin Yi also found Xiaobos weird looks at him quite curious. 

It wasnt that Xiaoxiao didnt want to talk- she hadnt come up with a strategy against him yet! She wasnt 

willing to just let Lin Yi go like that! Getting soaked with Lin Yis urine was the ultimate humiliation shed 

ever suffered in her entire life. 

But as for now, Xiaoxiao didnt have the means to punish Lin Yi for what he did. She still needed him to 

teach her how to drive, so she wouldnt want to piss Lin Yi off too much. 

That example Ruoming suggested, for example, was retarded- she couldnt use it at all. If she were to do 

anything to Tang Yin then shed be genuine enemies with Lin Yi, destroying any chance of achieving her 

original goal in the first place. 

The best way was to teach Lin Yi a lesson without him taking too substantial a loss- itd be fine if he just 

got humiliated a little the way shed been earlier 

Just before school ended, the homeroom teacher Mr. Liu walked in and onto the pedestal. Everybody 

quiet down, Ive an important announcement to make! Tomorrow therell be an event for our graduating 

classes- everyone will plant a sapling in the land behind our school! Youll all be graduating and going 

your separate ways soon, so this is a chance for you to make your mark in the school. Everyone gets to 

plant their sapling in that space, and when you visit years later, itll make it that much more special! 

Mr. Lius words prompted applause from the students present. The dry life of twelfth grade was plagued 

with repetitive revisions, studying, and mock exams- and event like this would naturally be welcome by 

the students. 

There are no limits on the type of sapling you plant- theyre in the Flower Bird and Fish Mall not far away 

from our school, and theres prices ranging from a couple kuai to a couple hundred kuai. Choose one 

depending on your financial situation- for those who arent doing well you can take a couple kuai from 

class funds to get a sapling. Mr. Liu said. There werent any poor students in her class, but he was just 

speaking protocol.  

Everyone expressed their support- they all wanted to leave a mark after graduating, it was something 

common of soon-to-be graduates. Itd be a very special emotion indeed if they came back years and 

years later to see their saplings all grown up. 

Liang Bro, I think this is a good opportunity! Xiaofu turned to Pinliang after hearing what Mr. Liu said. 

Chapter 425 – Let’s Go Shark Hunting 

Good opportunity? Whats so good about planting trees? Pinliang didnt quite understand what Xiaofu 

was trying to get at. 

Liang Bro, think about it! You could get a tree model and etch Chu Mengyaos name on there! Thatll 

please her for sure, its what girls like! Flourishes! Xiaofu said. Just like in that movie The Return of the 



Condor Heroes, when Guo Xiang gave Hou Yangguo fireworks as a birthday present! It made her so 

happy she married him! 

Did they marry? I remember Guo Xiang becoming a monk? Pinliang blinked. 

Uh Maybe he did become a monk, I dont remember. Maybe Im thinking of the wrong movie Xiaofu said, 

embarrassed. But I think becoming a monk is for the sake of love, too- anyway, this tactics gonna work 

for sure! 

Youre telling me to give her fireworks? Pinliang asked. 

Yeah, Liang Bro- havent you heard that its never night with fireworks?? Well just give those to Chu 

Mengyao! Xiaofu suggested. 

Yes, well do that! Ill go buy a sapling! Pinliang found the idea to be a lot simpler and better than writing 

a letter in blood. At the very least lighting up the night with fireworks didnt involve self-mutilation. 

The sapling needs to be special- if its the same as everybody elses it wont look special! Xiaofu said. 

Right, Ill do some research and get an imported sapling later. Pinliang was getting excited himself- Xiaofu 

had finally provided a useful suggestion. 

Liang Bro, do we need to tell this to lil sis Xiaoxiao? Shes the big sis boss of our class now We might need 

to mention something this huge to her beforehand. Xiaofu reminded. 

Thats right, we do need to mention this. Itd be bad if it conflicts with some plan lil sis Xiaoxiao thought 

up against Lin Yi. 

Pinliang asked Xiaoxiao out to a corner of the field after school, thinking of telling her about Xiaofus 

suggestion before making the preparations. 

Xiaoxiao listened to Xiaofus explanation patiently, but wasnt too interested in whether Pinliang was 

chasing Mengyao or not. Her target was Lin Yi. 

Is that it? What does that have to do with me? Xiaoxiao frowned. I thought you guys came up with 

something to humiliate Lin Yi with! 

Humiliate Lin Yi Lil sis Xiaoxiao, didnt you want to punish him? How come its just humiliating him now? 

Pinliang blinked. Hed assumed that she had some serious beef to pick with Lin Yi, but that didnt seem 

like that case. 

Why do you care what I want? Xiaoxiao hmphed. I got humiliated so bad today, so I need to pay him 

back the same way! 

Uh If thats all then I actually have an idea Xiaofus eyes lit up. 

What kind of strategy is that? Xiaoxiao wondered if this dog headed general could come up with 

something insightful this time. 

Were going for flair and impact, right? So well be needing fireworks and everything. Well give you some 

firecrackers, and you can hang them on Lin Yis butt, light it up, and Heh heh, its as humiliating as it gets 



with the shows from Lin Yis butt! Xiaofu wasnt good at much, but he was pretty competent when it 

came to petty tricks. 

Oh? Xiaoxiao considered the possibility carefully. If all went well, then it was actually a pretty good plan. 

Hanging firecrackers on Lin Yis butt without getting discovered, and when Pinliang lit up the fireworks 

she could ignite those firecrackers, making it look like hed gotten hit by some of the fireworks Even if Lin 

Yi wanted revenge afterwards he wouldnt have any evidence to go on! 

Lil sis Xiaoxiao, I like Xiaofus idea! Pinliang was full of hate towards Lin Yi, so humiliating Lin Yi was 

something hed definitely cooperate with Xiaoxiao on. 

Uh Let me think about it first. Xiaoxiao wasnt as impulsive as Pinliang was- she needed to properly look 

into this and see how likely of a success itd be. 

Yao Yao, are we going sapling-planting tomorrow too? Yushu was pretty excited for the event 

tomorrow. To tell the truth, she always looked forward to things as long as they were fresh and 

interesting. 

Of course we are. Years and years after our graduation, when weve gotten married, wed be able to 

bring out children back here and tell them their mothers came to this school. Itll be really educational! 

Mengyao nodded, all serious. 

Oh, would our children have the same father then? Yushu asked. 

Shu!! Mengyao glared- she wanted to pry Yushus head open and see what special ingredient was mixed 

up in that structure. How could she so naturally turn something so serious into a joke?! 

Hm? Yushu blinked. 

Open your mouth. Mengyao ordered. 

No! Never. Yushu shook her head. 

Why? Mengyao blinked. Yushu had always been pretty obedient. 

Youd pull my tongue. It hurts.  Yushu said, 

Why do you keep saying that if you know itd hurt, then? Mengyao hmphed. 

Then I wont talk about that anymore. Yushu promised. 

Thats what you always say! It never ends, youll just do it again next time! The time after next time, when 

will it end? Mengyao didnt believe Yushu anymore. 

Yao Yao, the original saying is day after day, when would it end? Yushu corrected. 

Oh. Day, then. Its the same, who care- Shu! Youre changing the subject again! Mengyao didnt know 

what to say- Yushu almost got away again. 

Heh Yushu stuck her tongue out. Arent we going to do some research? We need to go buy some 

saplings! 



Fine then Mengyao decided to forgive Yushu for now. Dealing with a best friend like this required an 

open heart- she needed to be the better woman and take a step back! Otherwise, shed die from 

frustration. Go tell Lin Yi to follow us in his car. We cant put small trees in our car. 

Alrighty! Shield Brooo- Shield Brooo!! Yushu called out loudly. 

Lin Yi had went back into his room after seeing Yushu and Mengyao arguing- hed gotten used to the 

twos behaviors already. He came walking out his room after Yushus summons. What? 

Shield Bro, I wanna eat shark meat again! Yushu said. 

Mengyao almost knocked her head on her sofa and tripped over- werent they just talking about 

saplings?? Why was Yushu talking about shark meat? 

Oh, they dont sell it in the markets. You wanna go catch one yourself? Lin Yi was speechless- shark meat 

wasnt good at all, so how come this Miss Chen liked eating stuff like that so much? 

Oh, oh! Sure! Yao Yao, lets go to the sea and hunt for some sharks, okay? Yushu suggested. 

Chapter 426 – Journey to the Sapling 

Shu! Arent we shopping for saplings? Mengyao held herself back from fainting as she grit her teeth. 

Oh, yeah. Then lets go buy some saplings first. Yushu nodded. 

Lin Yi, were going to buy some saplings. Our car isnt big enough- should we take your car there? 

Mengyao decided to just ask Lin Yi herself. 

She didnt really want to talk to Lin Yi right now- she didnt quite know how to react to Xiaoxiao going 

after him like that. She felt embarrassed about it, since it was trouble shed caused She even asked Yushu 

to go question if Lin Yi was playing around with girls again. 

Sure. Lin Yi nodded. He couldnt reject an order from the Miss. Are we going now? 

Yeah, lets go now Mengyao stood up and pulled Yushu along, getting ready to leave with Lin Yi. 

It was the first time the Miss and Miss Chen were taking Lin Yis run-down van- needless to say, they 

were quite shocked at exactly how run-down it was. 

This car, Shield Bro Does it still work? Yushu simply couldnt fathom how a car this broken down still 

managed to move. It seemed to be moving pretty fast, too. 

You can tell if it works now, right? Lin Yi smiled. A follower like mes lucky enough to even have a run-

down car to drive. 

Oh. Ill give you my car then, I dont like driving anyway. Yushu said seriously after hearing that. 

Mengyao, on the other hand, felt a little embarrassed- Lin Yi was her follower, but there wasnt even a 

car for him to drive He mustve gotten this van from some scrapyard or second-hand place. She cleared 

her throat. Lin Yi, Ill tell Uncle Fu to get you an SUV tomorrow 

Ah Its alright. Im actually pretty used to this one Lin Yi wasnt expecting the Miss to be so sensitive. He 

didnt mean anything by talking about it, but she was offering to buy him a car because of that. 



Oh Mengyao wouldnt insist after Lin Yis refusal- that wasnt something she did. That Feng Xiaoxiao didnt 

cause you trouble today, did she? 

Man. Of course she did. She sneaked up on me in the bathroom to film me and threaten me with it, but I 

thought it was Zhong Pinliang, so I got all my urine on her Its a big deal now! Lin Yi didnt hide anything, 

since the whole thing had started because of that day when he was with the Miss. Mengyao wouldnt 

really be able to blame him for anything Xiaoxiao did because of that. 

Ah? You You got your urine on her because you thought she was Zhong Pinliang? Mengyaos eyes were 

wide open. She was there with Shu when hed made it rain in the bathroom before, and Zhong Pinliangs 

expression of agony was a little funny But things were different if the victim was a girl. How humiliating 

would that be? 

Mengyao could imagine herself going suicidal if itd been her- Xiaoxiao wouldnt let this go that easily. 

Ah, its nothing. Its her fault for going to the mens bathroom. Lin Yi didnt really mind. Let her do what 

she wants- shell leave after she gets tired of revenge. Shes just some gangster girl. 

Im really sorry, I didnt think shed go after you like that Mengyao said apologetically. Maybe I can go talk 

to her about it, tell her that what happened that day wasnt your fault 

Hm? Lin Yi looked at the Miss, a little surprised. He wasnt expecting her to say something like that. 

Mengyaos face reddened a little as well. She hmphed and explained herself. Im a fair person! So dont 

think me speaking up for you means anything! Let me tell you that I actually still hate you a lot! 

Mengyao had uttered the words in panic, but started regretting it after saying it Did she really still hate 

Lin Yi? It didnt feel like it anymore 

Haha Lin Yi smiled. I know. But Feng Xiaoxiao wont be able to do anything to me anyway, so might as 

well stay away from her. Otherwise our classmates might find out about our relationship! 

Mengyao was getting really irritated- otherwise our classmates might find out about our relationship? 

So what if they did? Why was he so concerned over that when she wasnt! What was with that!! 

Mengyao did understand that Lin Yi was saying that to make it easier for her, not for him, but still It 

pissed her off! Any other guy would love to be associated with her like that, but it seemed like Lin Yi 

didnt care at all! Was she that bad?? 

Mengyaos silence turned the atmosphere in the car a little gloomy, but fortunately for them Yushu was 

here. Shield Bro, do you think they sell sharks in Flower Bird and Fish Mall? 

…… Mengyao wanted to slap Yushu to death. Shu, do you think people would ever bring a shark home? 

Wouldnt they be concerned that the shark would eat them?? 

There are people who want that! Yushu nodded. Suicidal people, for example. 

Lin Yi parked the car in front of the mall, and walked in with the girls. Stay close- theres pickpockets 

here; its too crowded. 

Okay Yushu quickened her pace before slowing down again. I didnt bring any money. 



Shu, are you serious? Youre not joking, right? Mengyaos face changed after hearing that. 

Im not, Yao Yao. You know how I like to put my wallet in my bag Yushu said. Look at my one piece shirt, 

theres nowhere for my purse! 

I didnt bring any money either Mengyao frowned. Lin Yi, did you? 

Ah, I did. Lin Yi felt that this was why Uncle Fu got him a bank card- these two girls must forget to bring 

their purses quite often. 

Then Ill borrow your money later Mengyao breathed out in relief- theyd have wasted the trip if Lin Yi 

didnt bring his money too. 

Wa, Yao Yao, look! They really do sell saplings! Theres so many types Yushu felt a little overwhelmed. 

Yao Yao, what sapling should we plant tomorrow? 

Mengyao shook her head- she wasnt good with plants. She didnt know what sapling they should be 

looking for. 

Look there, Yao Yao! That trees so special! How come they have injections? Yushu pointed at some 

saplings some distance away. 

Dont know. Maybe theyre sick. Mengyao said. 

Ah, its protein liquid. Some imported saplings cant adapt to the change in environment, so they need 

that liquid injected into them, or theyll die. Lin Yi explained with a smile. Some high end gardens do the 

same to some of their trees too. 

Thats pretty interesting. Yao Yao, maybe we should buy this one? Yushu found the trees with liquid 

injected into them rather interesting. 

Shu, can you not say such stupid stuff? Would you be giving those saplings injections every day after 

graduating? Wouldnt they die without the protein?? Mengyao glared. 

 Chapter 427 – Stolen Phone 

Thats right I wouldnt be able to tend to it every day Yushu stuck her tongue out. 

Maybe calm down with the stupid stuff? Mengyao was feeling helpless. 

Alright then Yao Yao, then what tree do you think we should buy? Yushu shrank back as she softly asked. 

Something prettier and more normal? Mengyao wasnt very knowledgeable about stuff like this either. 

Maybe a fruit tree Ah! Whatre you doing! 

Mengyao got pushed down as a young man bumped into her, almost tripping her. The man quickly 

apologized. Im sorry, it wasnt on purpose, I have an errand to run 

Oh Its okay. Mengyao frowned- she didnt want to dwell on this after the guy said it wasnt on purpose. 

Wait! The man was about to leave when Lin Yi grabbed his arm. 



What What do you want? The young mans eyes flashed with alertness, and Mengyao looked at Lin Yi, 

confused. She was letting it go, so why was Lin Yi dwelling on that? 

Hand over the phone. Lin Yi said faintly. 

Phone? What phone The young man was evidently panicking- he started yelling all of a sudden. 

Robbery! Its a robbery, someones trying to take my phone!! Help!! 

The young man attracted many eyes that instant- people started crowding over. 

Whats going on? Some security people walked over to the man. 

He wants to rob my phone from me The man said innocently to the security. 

Yes, I can prove it! That guy asked for his phone out of nowhere! Someone from the crowd spoke up. 

Oh? If thats so then all of you are coming with me to the security room! The security captain said after 

one look at Lin Yi. His eyes paused at Mengyao and Yushu behind her, his gaze a little perverted as he 

looked. 

Lin Yi, whats going on? Mengyao was a little irritated- theyd come to shop for saplings, so why was Lin Yi 

causing trouble all of a sudden, stopping some stranger for his phone? 

Your phone was stolen. Lin Yi shrugged as he looked at his Miss. 

Ah? My phone? Mengyao felt her pockets and her expression changed- her phone was gone! Youre 

saying that he stole my phone? 

Yes. What do you think I stopped him for? Lin Yi nodded. 

Hey, what the fuck are you saying? Whore you calling a thief? The young man puffed his chest up, 

confident. You say I took your phone? Why dont you try calling it? 

You turned it off, right Lin Yi eyed him, speaking faintly. His little smart-assery was obvious to him. 

Alright, quiet down- youre all coming to the security room. Well sort this out there. The security captain 

evidently didnt want to let Lin Yi talk so much- he started to push at him to get him to go. 

Lin Yi squinted his eyes and realized the problem- was this security captain working with the young 

man? 

You two go wait for me in the car Actually, just stay with me. Lin Yi had wanted to ask the girls to go 

back to the car, but that perverted look in the captains eyes worried him. Itd be safer if they were with 

him. 

Ruoming came back to school right before it ended- he asked some of his lackeys and only calmed down 

after hearing that Lin Yi wasnt looking or asking around for him. It seemed like Lin Yi didnt want to 

bother with him! 

Hed always thought that Lin Yi never weeded him out because he had some reservations about 

completely breaking with him, but todays enlightenment changed that perspective- Lin Yi never gave a 

shit about him at all! He couldve crushed him if hed wanted to, anytime, anywhere! What happened to 



Uncle Yan today was testament to that. So what if he was a golden class master? He got his face stepped 

on by Lin Yi all the same! 

Now that Ruoming understood that he actually stopped worrying as much- as long as he didnt piss Lin Yi 

off anymore there shouldnt be a problem. 

Ming Bro, we have a tree-planting event tomorrow, are we going? It was Ruomings lackey number one, 

Yun Lingxi. 

We are, of course we are! Ruoming was very proud whenever tree-planting was mentioned- there were 

at least three to four trees that were planted by him in that forest behind the school! One tree every 

year Hed been here in twelfth and thirteenth grade for three to four years now. 

Everyone else only got to plant one, while he had several- who could even match that? No one could 

compete with him! Every time tree-planting was brought up he felt especially proud because of that! 

 

Ruomings phone rang and interrupted him- it was his father Tiandi, who only got more terrified as he 

thought about Lin Yi after getting back to the company 

Hed talked to Ruoming about consoling themselves by thinking that Lin Yi wouldnt bother with them, 

but thinking things through it didnt feel practical at all! 

So he decided to call his son Ruoming and ask what the situation was, to see what Lin Yi wanted! It was 

a lot easier to get into trouble than out of it, and now that they were involved with Lin Yi things were 

horridly bad for them. 

Where are you? Tiandi asked. 

Im at school, dad. Just ended. Whats wrong? Ruoming asked. 

Come to the company for a bit, I have something to ask you. Ill go fetch you right now! Tiandi said. Hed 

wanted to nurture Ruoming into a hard-working student by not hiring a driver to get him to school, but 

things didnt go as expected- Ruoming actually had more freedom because of that, and no one was able 

to see the bad things he was always up to. It just made him that much more tyrannical. 

Im going to our Flower Bird and Fish Mall- were planting trees tomorrow again, I need a sapling! 

Ruoming said. 

Then wait for me at school- Ill come get you. Tiandi said. 

Around ten minutes later, Tiandi arrived at school with the BMW, its headlight ruined by Lin Yi. The 

exterior troubled Tiandi, but he was much more concerned that hed pissed Lin Yi off. 

Ruoming got in the car to Tiandis question- he couldnt wait any longer. You know Lin Yi? 

Know him? He slapped me a couple times at school, hes a huge enemy! Ruoming nodded. I wanted to go 

after his girl earlier, but I had no idea he was that strong! 

Tiandi almost rolled his eyes at that- even his son was Lin Yis enemy! He felt like crying. 



Were screwed. What do we do? Hows that kid so strong, even Uncle Yan cant handle him! Tiandi used 

to live very solidly, doing things the tyrants way in Songshan That was all due to Uncle Yans support! He 

only had one more favor to ask of him, but no one could tell if Tiandi would unleash Uncle Yan again- 

everyone let Tiandi have his way, as a result, afraid of crossing him. 

Chapter 428 – Caught A Couple of Thieves 

As a result, Tiandi developed a temper- he wouldnt have been so cocky without Uncle Yan, even with a 

gangster boss son like Ruoguang in the Northern district. 

But Lin Yi was different- he was an existence that nullified his absolute trump card, the trump card he 

relied on! 

 

It was more than just not being able to handle him, Uncle Yan didnt even do anything and Lin Yi slapped 

him away! It was an instant kill! Ruoming shuddered just thinking about it. Lin Yi didnt look like hed used 

any strength when slapping him- if he had, perhaps Uncle Yan might not even have a head anymore 

after landing from the slap! 

 

Instant kill Tiandis lips twitched. He thought that thered been a battle between the two before Uncle 

Yan lost, but from how things stood Lin Yi should be far, far stronger than Uncle Yan 

Ruoming, you think we should buy some gifts and pay Lin Yi a visit? Apologize to him? Tiandi asked with 

a sigh. 

I I dont know We cant right now, right? Ruoming shook his head. Lin Yis all pissed right now, well just be 

walking to our graves Lets wait until things calm down, well go apologize then. It should be fine after 

that, right..? 

Youre right! Tiandi nodded. Ill see if I can pull some connections these days and go visit Uncle Yan, see if 

I can understand just how strong Lin Yi is! 

Yeah! Knowing thy enemy is key to victory! Ruoming formed a proverb. 

My ass! Even if you know how strong he is, it doesnt matter- we still cant win! Unless you know 

someone stronger than him. Tiandi scolded. Just us? We wont be able to do a thing!! 

Ahh Guess theres not much we can do Ruoming wasnt too keen on just enduring this bullying- it made 

him uncomfortable now that the fear had settled. 

Tiandi parked the car in front of the mall and let Ruoming off. Flower Bird and Fish Mall had been 

started by Tiandi, and with Ruoguangs men keeping watch there usually werent any problems, yielding 

him a couple dozen million yearly from just the rent. It was a business with no risks and only profit. 

Fucking shit, who the hell parked this shitty car in my personal parking space? Tiandi cursed with a 

frown. There wasnt an outlined space in front of the door, but cars would come and occupy it when 

there werent any parking spots left. 

But there were still other spaces, there werent that many cars around! It was only natural that finding 

his personal spot taken would piss Tiandi off. 



Fucking van. Ill go find out what delivery company it belongs too and put them in their place, have 

Ruoguang fine them a little tomorrow. Tiandi decided to vent his anger on somewhere else. 

Wha?! Ruoming looked at where his father was yelling at and almost tripped- he knew that van, it was 

Lin Yis!!! 

 

Dad, please, stop Stop yelling, look at that licence plate Ruoming quickly tried to calm his father down, 

worried that Lin Yi might hear him. 

What about the licence plate? Whats so special about that plate? Tiandi didnt care- he puffed up his 

belly and started walking into the mall. 

Thats Lin Yis car! Ruoming said. Lin Yis here at Flower Bird and Fish Mall? 

What?! Tiandi froze after hearing who the car belonged to- hed almost went and gotten the van towed 

away by the security because he was pissed! He couldnt even imagine the consequences if that had 

taken place He started getting soaked in cold sweat as he turned around to leave. Lets go, Ruoming Lets 

go somewhere else 

Ruoming thought about it. He hadnt gotten his sapling yet, and it wasnt likely that hed bump into Lin Yi 

so coincidentally Well go right to the office and come out after Lin Yi leaves? 

That works! Tiandi nodded and walked into the mall with Ruoming. The security who was him called out 

loudly. Mister Zou! 

Shh! Dont say that! Tiandi exploded- what the hell was this guy doing, what if Lin Yi had heard him? 

The security guard paused, not quite understanding what was going on. He guessed that Tiandi might 

have come here undercover to see how the mall was doing 

The guard thought that was pretty plausible, so he nodded. Alright, Ill stop 

Tiandi and Ruoming sneaked into the managers office like ghosts. The manager, Xie Fenpian, on the 

other hand, had just received a report from the security captain, informing him that hed captured a guy 

and two pretty girls- theyd investigated their background, and concluded that they werent very 

powerful people judging by the van theyd driven here in. 

So, Fenpian prepared to go down and cop in a feel or two It was a case of a stolen phone, so itd be fine if 

he did a strip search, something Fenpian was more than willing to do! Naturally, he didnt dare go too far 

with this, since itd cause big problems. Just strip searching a thief alone may be going overboard, but it 

wasnt too serious. 

Fenpian was just getting excited when he raised his head to see Tiandi and Ruoming charge in- he 

jumped with a fright. Did they find out what he was doing? 

But, according to Fenpians understanding, Tiandi himself wasnt a very good person either, always 

setting the younger girls in the company up for his own benefits With a superior like that it was only 

natural that the subordinates would behave the same way. 



Tiandis family Ruoguang and Ruoming, including his lackeys, were all pretty shitty people- Fenpian 

himself was only a tyrant because Ruoguang was fine with it! 

 

Hed been a gangster in the northern district- Ruoming started relying on him and assigned him the job 

of manager at the mall. 

Remembering that Tiandi was the same sort of person, Fenpian didnt worry as much. Youre here, Mister 

Zou! I was just about to ask Guang Bro to share some good stuff with you! 

Good stuff?? Tiandi blinked. Hed been pretty pissed, but this good stuff might be able to comfort him a 

little. 

The security team caught a couple of thieves- theres pretty girls in that group. Would you wanna search 

them, Mister Zou? Fenpiang asked like a pervert. 

Oh? Have you checked their backgrounds? Tiandi asked after a pause. This was his hobby, after all, so if 

everything was fine these punching bags were perfect timing. 

Not much background, they all came in a run-down van, the type youd find in a junkyard. Theyre 

definitely nobodies! Fenpian said. 

Wait! What did you say? Run-down van? Tiandi froze- hed just been terrified by Lin Yis run-down van, so 

the keyword got his still sensitive heart thumping again. Who are these thieves you caught? Tell me, 

who are they!! 

Chapter 429 – Turn Into An Idiot 

Its just a couple of thieves, whats wrong Fenpian was pretty taken aback by the outburst- what the hell 

was Tiandi being so worked up over? 

A couple of thieves? One boy and girl? Ruoming was in shock as well. 

One boy and two girls! Fenpian said. 

One boy and two girls..? Ruoming blinked and looked at Tiandi, who looked back at him. Both breathed 

out in relief. If its two girls then it should be fine. Lin Yi would probably be with Tang Yin, so it couldnt be 

one boy and two girls! 

Jesus! Tiandi patted his chest. Todays really driving me insane. 

I know, right- were suspecting everything all the time! Ruoming was starting to have interest in the 

pretty girls Fenpian was talking about now, but didnt dare say it in front of his father. He only looked at 

him with shining eyes. 

Lets go together! Tiandi, naturally, knew the type of person his own son was- the same as him. He 

decided not to say anything about him since he wasnt very better off himself, and thought that they 

might as well go together as father and son. 

Heh heh, Ill go take a look then! Ruoming tried covering his joy up with a terrified and cautious look on 

his face. 



Fenpian felt that hed missed a nice chance with the girls, but that was fine- he was able to please the 

boss and one of the heirs, and that was the important part. Pretty girls were everywhere, after all, and 

as long as he had money he could get himself all the girls he wanted! Pleasing the boss would 

undoubtedly make life easier for him, resulting in more cash. 

Lin Yi had only followed the security captain into the security room because he didnt want to do 

anything in the mall- there were too many people around, and it was difficult for him to make a move. 

Now that they were isolated from that these bastards were dead. 

The security captain slammed the door shut after they all walked in- he pointed at Lin Yi quite 

barbarically. You people explain yourselves, what did you steal! Dont make me send you to the police 

station, things will get far more complicated there! 

Ha, youre with him, right? Lin Yi didnt care about the barbaric attitude this guy was having with him. He 

looked at the captain and faintly issued the question. 

What are you saying? Hes the victim, Im just serving justice! The captains expression changed, but kept 

the act up. 

Justice? You think youre ultraman or some Wulin sect head? Lin Yi smiled. Just tell me, what do you 

want? 

Mengyao and Yushu had realized that the thief was in the same team as the captain at this point, but 

with Lin Yi here they naturally werent afraid of anything. They were both girls whod went through life 

and death with Lin Yi, and this little danger was nothing compared to bank robbers and sharks. 

The two were actually even a little excited to see what sort of flashy moves Lin Yi would pull off. 

Dont even think about leaving after coming through this door- if youre not gonna yield Ill have to beat it 

into you! The captain made a gesture to his men. Bring the girls inside, Mister Xie will come search 

them. This kids not being very honest, so Ill give him a little beating first. 

Yes! The other security captains nodded enthusiastically. 

Wont beating me up here violate any laws? Lin Yi looked at the captain. 

In here, Im the law!! The captain boasted as he pointed at Lin Yi. Let me tell you this, there arent any 

cameras here- you go out with a beat up face and you wouldnt be able to prove anything! We can just 

say you did that yourself! 

Ah, I see Thats perfect. Lin Yi nodded with a smile. 

Perfect? Have you gone retarded? The captain paused, not catching on. 

Nope, but youll be in a couple of seconds. With that, Lin Yi moved his hand and instantly patted the 

captains head. 

Whatre you Huh? Hah, hah Hehe.. Heh Heh heh Fuu The captains eyes went blank all of a sudden as 

saliva started dripping down the edge of his lips- he started laughing crazily the next second, gigling as 

he prepared to capture the thief from earlier. Justice Justice Mr. Policemans gonna take you to jail, little 

thief 



Shield Bro, did he really become retarded? Yushu asked excitedly as the captain moved around like an 

imbecile. Hahaha! Thats crazy! Shield Bro, change that guy into an idiot too! 

Yushu was pointing at the thief. 

Ah No The thief was paralyzed from seeing Lin Yis miracle- it was the first time hed seen something so 

ridiculous; Lin Yi had turned the man retarded with two taps!! 

The kid knows witchery! Get him!! The guards were choking with shock as well- nobody could 

comprehend how a person can just go retarded like that. 

But no one dared move against Lin Yi, despite the warcry- they didnt want to become the next target. 

Instead of charging they were actually starting to edge backwards. 

The thief landed on the ground with a slap, getting into the kneeling position after seeing Lin Yi closing 

in Big bro, master, daddy! Please! I shouldnt have stolen the phone, Ill give it back right now 

With that, the thief took out Mengyaos phone and quickly placed it on the ground, snot and tears 

dripping out from his face as he wept. Im just a pawn, Guang Bros the one who tells us to cooperate and 

steal from the customers 

Lin Yi swiftly took the phone back before the facial liquid dripped onto it- he handed it back to Mengyao 

before looking at the thief. Guang Bro? What Guang Bro, who the hell is that? 

Guang Bros Zou Ruoguang, the boss of the Northern district This Flower Bird and Fish Malls owned by 

his family The thief was spilling everything he knew- going retarded was a risk too big for him to hide 

anything. 

Oh? Zou Ruoguang? Lin Yi paused, not expecting the name to turn up once again! He seemed to be quite 

involved with the family. Call his phone and tell him to come here and meet me within ten minutes, or Ill 

tear the place down. 

I Okay, Ill do it right now! The thief was a little intimidated by Ruoguang, but at the moment Lin Yi was 

the bigger monster. Ruoguang would only give him a swollen face at most, but Lin Yi would make his life 

a living hell. 

Just when Lin Yi had finished talking with the thief, a foolish guard exploded and closed in on Mengyao 

with a blade, thinking of using her as hostage to force Lin Yi to leave- he felt too unsafe with him 

standing here! The guy had turned one of them retarded already, and he didnt think itd take him much 

effort to do the same to a couple others. 

It wasnt a bad plan, but the guard hadnt even started the plan when his brain went retarded all of a 

sudden. 

Chapter 430 – A Couple More 

Man, I didnt want to create too many food-wasting trash. You shouldve just stood there and waited for 

Zou Ruoguang to come and everything wouldve been fine- why cause trouble for yourself? Lin Yi looked 

at the guard with pitiful eyes. 



Oh!! A new idiot has been birthed! Yushu raised her fist. Shield Bro, a couple more okay? Two idiots isnt 

enough. 

The thiefs face was dripping with sweat along with the other guards- what was wrong with this girl, 

where was her mercy? Did she love seeing people go retarded that much? 

Outside the room sounded a key being inserted- the door was being unlocked. Xie Fenpian pushed it 

open and charged in as the vanguard, his eyes lighting up upon seeing Mengyao and Yushu! The 

beauties were so stunning it blinded him! Why did Tiandi have to come today? 

Hehe Haha Hohoho Come here, little thief The guard waded towards the newcomer like a maniac, saliva 

dripping from his mouth. 

Whatre you doing? Fenpian jumped back, startled. You havent seen women before? These two girls are 

pretty but you dont have to drool over them like that, whats the matter with you? Close your mouth, 

stop being so disgusting! Mister Zou is here! 

Fenpian was furious- the captain wasnt usually this sort of person, what was the matter with him today? 

This was when Tiandi was visiting, too! This humiliation was as untimely as it got. 

Mister Zou? Zou Ruoguangs here? Lin Yi looked at Fenpian. 

Fenpian, evidently, still didnt understand the situation in the room, unaware that itd been completely 

conquered by Lin Yi. You know Guang Bro? That wont do anything anymore, its Guang Bros father who 

came today! If youre smart you better shut up and keep quiet, or else Heh heh 

Fenpian hadnt finished when Lin Yi sent a crisp slap at his ear, making it bleed and sending Fenpians 

eyes rolling as he fainted onto the ground. 

Lin Yi was getting impatient- did these Zous not know what death was? What was the matter with them, 

why did they keep coming to him to get beat up? 

Ruoming and Tiandi froze upon hearing the slap and the wail that followed from inside the room- they 

didnt know how to react, especially after hearing Lin Yis voice! 

 

The two stood outside the security room, frozen and unsure if they should go in or not. 

But even if they didnt come in Lin Yi had seen their figures already. He smiled as he called out. Zou 

Tiandi, Zou Ruoming, why dont you come in? 

Tiandi and Ruoming looked at each other before manning up and walking in, full of killing intent towards 

the security captain. He just had to choose Lin Yi to piss off, out of all people! 

 

But wasnt Lin Yi supposed to be with Tang Yin? What Ruoming saw was Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, 

much to his surprise 

I say, Zou Tiandi, are you and I still not done? Still dont wanna leave me alone? Lin Yi was aware that 

Tiandi wasnt involved with what happened today- theyd have to be quite retarded to send these 

security guards at him after hed wiped the floor with a golden class master. 



So it should be a coincidence. Despite that, Lin Yi still found himself rather pissed off Why were these 

Zous always bumping into him and causing trouble so often? 

No, Boss Lin Yi Its a misunderstanding Tiandis heart was ripping from the shock, his face paling as he 

faced Lin Yi. Boss Lin, it wasnt me, I didnt know about this Thats right, its Xie Fenpian, he did this on his 

own accord, he said hed caught a couple of thieves to show me, right, Ruoming? 

Yes! Yes, he did! Ruoming was panicking as well as he nodded his head. Were not here to mess with girls 

Tiandi almost exploded from what his son was saying- he was just telling Lin Yi what they were planning 

to do!! He wanted to give his ass a kick. You idiot, whatre you talking about? Were here to deal with the 

thieves, here to maintain justice! Thats why we came over! 

Yes! Yes, we did! Ruoming nodded once more, covering their original purpose. Boss Lin Yi, this really has 

nothing to do with us 

Alright, I dont wanna talk about this. Get three of those willow tree saplings into my car and you guys 

can scram! But dont come annoy me again, or Ill burn your house down! Lin Yi asid with an impatient 

wave of his hand. Well just put this behind us, but if you guys want to go let people know then do 

whatever you want 

Ruoming froze- he wouldnt do that, itd just embarrass him if he revealed how he had to get bullied like 

this!  

He realized what Lin Yi was talking about the next moment, after thinking about it- he should be 

referring to how hed caught him with Mengyao and Yushu 

But what was Lin Yis connection to Mengyao and Yushu? They never showed that in school, did they? 

As curious as he was, Ruoming kept his mouth shut- he wasnt in a position to be asking Lin Yi questions, 

he had to go prepare for Lin Yi some saplings with his father! 

 

Give me three willow tree saplings! Tiandi quickly ran over to a sapling store. How much? 

The store owner saw that it was the malls boss asking for the saplings- he wouldnt ask him for money! 

He quickly got him three saplings, smiling all the while. How much? Its not much, just take it, sir! 

Ill give it to you. One hundred, is that enough? Tiandi took a hundred kuai out for the boss. 

Its not that much Saplings are really cheap, a couple kuai per stalk The vendor waved his hand. 

Tiandi didnt have time to waste on stuff like this- he put the money down and started running away with 

the saplings. 

Should I get some workers to help carry them? The boss offered kindly after seeing Tiandi doing the 

deed personally. 

No need! Tiandi rejected instantly. Itd only look genuine if he were the one carrying them! What if Lin Yi 

started looking for things that werent satisfying enough for him? These saplings werent heavy anyway, it 



wasnt worth the trouble! 

 

Tiandi carefully stood by the van after getting the saplings into the van, a smile on his face. Boss Lin Yi, is 

there anything else you need? 

Nope. Oh, I turned two guards in that security room retarded, that isnt a problem, right? Lin Yi looked at 

Tiandi. They wouldnt ask me for medical fees, right? 

No, no Dont worry Tiandi gulped at the notion- turning people retarded?? What sort of technique even 

was that? So that was why the captain was acting so weird Theyd thought that he was letting the lust 

get to his head, but it turned out that hed become retarded! They tripped and hit their heads, well 

compensate them with our companys injury terms 

Lin Yi nodded and got in the van before driving off, black smoke hitting the Zous in the face from his 

exhaust pipe- the father and son didnt wipe at it, but watched respectfully instead as Lin Yi disappeared 

into the distance… 

Chapter 431 – A Breakthrough in Research 

Mengyao was silent as Lin Yi drove- Ruoming and his family had ruined her mood. 

But Yushu didnt seem to be affected at all. Why willow trees, Shield Bro? Arent fruit trees pretty nice? 

We could even have some fruits after they ripen 

Shu!! Didnt we agree that there wouldnt be any more stupid questions? Wed need to wait until next 

year for the fruits to ripen, long after we graduate! Mengyao reminded. 

Oh Why a willow tree, though? Yushu nodded. 

That I dont know. Why is that, Lin Yi? Mengyao asked. 

Havent you heard the saying? Flowers dont bloom even when tended to, but willow trees grow even 

when you dont even intend them to. Lin Yi smiled. Willow trees grow easier; it wont be as much work. 

I see! Yushu nodded. 

Miracle Doctor Kangs villa. 

Grandpa, after an analysis from the lab we found out that dog poop has different categories as well- 

different dogs have different poop, so I suspect that not all dog poop can be made into the PIll of Life 

Extension and Toxin Cleansing! Zhaolong said. 

Oh? Thats a huge discovery! Miracle Doctor Kang put a lot of worth in Zhaolongs words. So thats why 

nobody discovered the properties dog poop has, different dogs have different poop! You did good, 

Zhaolong! Did you find out which dog this poop belongs to? 

Weve done a couple thousand comparisons and samplings of dog poop, and weve consulted many dog 

experts- weve concluded that this dog poop belongs to the German Sheperd breed! Zhaolong said. 



Oh? I heard that that breeds worth is second only to the Tibetan Mastiff! Its a rare breed! Miracle 

Doctor Kang nodded. Alright, hurry and get us one of those dogs- make analyses on some of its poop 

and see if it matches, and then give me a report. 

Understood, grandpa. Ive sent someone to contact a buyer already, we should be hearing from them 

soon. Zhaolong said. 

Right, when are you going to make the proposal at the Xiao house at Yanjing? Miracle Doctor Kang 

asked. 

Zhaolong thought about it. The girl was rather pretty, and itd be nice to marry her, despite the lack of 

strength the Xiao house possessed. They could still use them as a stepping stone, and Zhaolong could 

always change his wife to a girl from a more powerful house when House Kang grew stronger. 

But that was his old mindset regarding the marriage- the Kang Zhaolong now was about to create the Pill 

of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing, and had had an extreme boost of confidence He felt that Wang 

Xinyan didnt really match up to his standards anymore. 

But grandpa, I think that our most urgent priority is to find out exactly what type of dog the poop came 

from- this Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing is the most important thing our family needs to be 

focusing on right now! I think that we can prolong the marriage a little. If we really do manage to create 

that pill well be flooded with power! We might not even need this marriage arrangement with the Xiaos 

at that point! Zhaolong said. 

Youre right I havent thought it through enough! Miracle Doctor Kang nodded deeply after Zhaolongs 

analysis. I always thought of our family as a weaker family compared to the bigger houses, but with the 

Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing things are different! Golden Creations selling point is that it 

heals injuries and scars- its only more popular with women, a luxury in upper society, but The Pill of Life 

Extension and Toxin Cleansing is different! It saves lives! 

Thats right! If we succeed here we wont be a small house anymore, those other big houses will be 

begging us then! Miracle Doctor Kang continued. But, if were able to produce that pill other people 

would be able to do the same, wouldnt they? 

Dont worry, grandpa, were not idiots like Kang Xiaobo, just throwing dog poop out there- Well add some 

essence to it and scent it up! Itll be hard to find out what the components are even when someone 

analyses it! Zhaolong said. 

But theres still risks- our main component is dog poop. Even if we cover it up so much the dog poop 

component will still be discovered if one tried enough! Miracle Doctor Kang hesitated. 

Thats true Zhaolong nodded. It looks like Ill have to think about keeping the recipe a secret! 

Grandpa, Ive an idea! Zhaoming spoke up as the opportunity presented itself- he didnt want to let 

Zhaolong hog the spotlight for so long. We can shrink the ratio of dog poop in each pill and make it 

scarce, and let the other useless ingredients make the majority- well just tell them to consume more 

pills instead of just one! 



One had to admit- Zhaoming was quite good at shameless tactics, overwhelming the other ideas and 

enlightening Miracle Doctor Kang and Zhaolong with his idea. Zhaomings idea works! Not bad, you two 

brothers will be a team- one scholar and one fighter The Kang house will only grow even more glorious! 

Zhaolong wasnt very pleased with how Zhaoming took half the credit with that last bit, but even he had 

to admit that it was a good plan. Making the dog poop act as a minor component would make it seem 

like a supporting ingredient- itd escape the eyes of anyone prying into the recipe. 

Heh heh Zhaoming smiled. Grandpa, since big bro doesnt like that girl why not give her to me? 

Zhaoming wasnt an ambitious person- the competitive industry wasnt one for him, and he definitely 

wouldnt want to have to manage a company. Hed be fine with just some shares and a free, happy life. 

So now that Zhaolong had lost interest in Xinyan he wanted to claim her as his own. 

You little- whats in that head of yours, thats your sis-in-law! Miracle Doctor Kang glared at his grandson 

helplessly. 

Heh heh, Im just saying Zhaoming shut up, thinking that it was rather inappropriate himself. 

After tears and snot, Fatty Lai had finally acquired from Guan Xuemin Lin Yis phone number. Hed went 

to Liu Tianyi for it, but it seemed like the guy would rather die than tell him!! In a rage of panic he told 

him that hed end their relationship right there and then, turning him into an enemy It wasnt until that 

that Tianyi helplessly gave him a tip. Brother Lai, its not that Im trying to make things difficult, its just 

that I cant make that decision for Miracle Doctor Lin Im still in the begging side when it comes to him, so 

I cant just give his information away to other people! Here, Professor Guan Xuemins pretty close with 

Miracle Doctor Lin, so something will come up if you go to him. I was begging for his help myself, not too 

long ago! 

As if hed received holy advice, Fatty Lai ran over to Xuemins house that night, begging and crying as he 

knelt in front of Xuemins doors because he wouldnt tell him. 

Guan Xin had come home to see a fatty kneeling and crying at her doorstep, much to her surprise. What 

Who are you? What do you want? 

Youre Are you part of Professor Guan Xuemins family? Fatty Lai quickly raised his head now that 

someone bothered paying him attention. 

Youre looking for my grandpa? Why are you crying here, do you need him to treat you? Guan Xin asked, 

confused. Her grandpa wasnt the type of person whod turn away on a dying life- was this fatty crying so 

sadly because her grandpa didnt want to treat him or his family? 
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Ah? Youre Professor Guans granddaughter! Thats perfect, do you know Miracle Doctor Lin Yis phone 

number? Im looking for him Fatty Lai started crying again. My dad has uremia, and hes dying Miracle 

Doctor Lins able to cure him, but Professor Guan wouldnt give me his phone number. 

Youre looking for Lin Yi? Guan Xin blinked. One look at that sad face and she decided to help him. Maybe 

I can tell you. If he scolds you then tell him Im the one who gave the number 



Guan Xin had a kind heart- she couldnt bear seeing this fatty crying as he knelt in front of their door.  

Thank you, thank you! Miss Guan, you have a really kind heart You must be Miracle Doctor Lins 

girlfriend, right? Fatty Lai may be a crybaby, but he was still a seasoned veteran in the business world- 

he had very extraordinary observation ability, and that unconscious blush on Guan Xins face when he 

mentioned Lin Yi told him that their relationship should be a little special. 

So that was why Lin Yi and Xuemin were so close- it was because of her! Fatty Lai had wondered why Lin 

Yi wanted to start a medicine company with Xuemin before, not understanding how he trusted Xuemin 

so much when he was much more of a miracle doctor than the professor was! 

 

So there was another factor at play here! 

 

N-No Were just good friends Guan Xin stuttered a little from the embarrassment Fatty Lai was causing 

her- despite the blush she was actually really happy to hear what he said. The fatty may be a crybaby, 

but he sure spoke sweetly She didnt give him Lin Yis number for nothing. 

Haha, Ill leave you then, Miss Guan! Ill go make the phone call! Fatty Lai wanted to be associated with 

Lin Yi as soon as possible. 

Guan Xin was getting pretty embarrassed, so she was relieved that Fatty Lai was saying goodbye as she 

ran into the villa. 

Lin Yi remembered that Tang Yin would be at the tree-planting event tomorrow after reaching home- he 

wondered if she had a sapling already. He took his phone out to make a call when it rang all of a sudden- 

he thought it was Tang Yin, but it turned out to be an unknown number. 

Hello? Lin Yi picked it up. 

Is this Miracle Doctor Lin? Fatty Lai said happily. 

Miracle Doctor Lin? Who are you? Lin Yi paused. 

The phone calls he received recently were all weird- there was one looking for Grand Thief Lin, and now 

another looking for Miracle Doctor Lin 

Miracle Doctor Lin, it really is you! Im Lai Changyi! Fatty Lai introduced quickly. 

Lai Changyi? I dont know you! Lin Yi said as he prepared to hang up. 

Waah M Miracle Doctor Lin, you dont remember me anymore? Waah Waah Fatty Lai started crying 

again. 

I remember! Lin Yi recognized the crying right away. Youre that crybaby fatty, arent you? 

Yes, yes! Thats me, Miracle Doctor Lin! Do you remember? Fatty Lai was surprised and joyed. 

I do. What do you need? Lin Yi asked. 



Alright, so the Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing is really effective! Im just calling to make sure I 

pay you the medical fees- would you like it transferred? Fatty Lai asked. 

Oh, that. Its okay, I said Id give it to you. Lin Yi rejected Fatty Lais intentions. One hundred million was a 

huge sum, and he himself needed the money, but this was a pill that had been stained with dog shit, a 

pill that Zhaoming threw away Lin Yi couldnt really accept payment for something like that. 

That wont do! You need to accept the money, else itll be hard on my conscience Waah… Fatty Lai 

started crying once more. 

Huh?? Lin Yi was speechless. Whats wrong with saving you money? 

What about this then! Miracle Doctor Lin, youre starting a medicine company, arent you? What do you 

think of an office as a gift? Ive just had a skyscraper built, Im planning on moving the company Im in 

charge of in there but I dont need that much space, a couple floors will do. I wanted to rent the rest of 

the place out but how about I just give it to you? Fatty Lai asked. 

If you really want to, then alright. Lin Yi didnt reject the offer after hearing it was somewhere for his 

office- itd save him the trouble to locate and buy one. 

Alright, Ill write your name on the deed? Fatty Lai said happily now that Lin Yi had said yes. 

Write Grandpa Guans Lin Yi wanted to give Fatty Lai Xuemins name when he thought about it- Xuemin 

probably wouldnt agree to this. Actually, no- write Guan Xins. 

Alright, I got it. Fatty Lai nodded quickly. Lin Yi sure had a deep relationship going on with Guan Xin- his 

guess was most likely correct. 

Is there anything else? Lin Yi was waiting to give Tang Yin a phone call, and wasnt in the mood for all 

this. 

Um About that Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing Is it okay if you sell me another one Fatty Lai 

asked, revealing his intention. 

Oh. Well, your old man wont be dying for a while. Lin Yi said. After a couple days, if everything with the 

company starts successfully Ill auction some of those pills. You can go buy it then. 

Okay, okay! As long as youre selling it! Fatty Lai didnt lack money- he didnt mind it being an auction. 

Waah Im so happy 

Lin Yi hung up and breathed out slowly- the guy was way too naggy, he couldnt take much more of that. 

He shook his head and called Tang Yin. 

Hello? Lin Yi? Whats up? Tang Yin was just coming back from the hospital when she received the call. 

Were planting trees at school tomorrow- do you have your sapling? Lin Yi asked. 

Yeah, do you want one? I have a lot in the yard. Tang Yin said. You can just come take a couple saplings 

if you want. 

Ohh Lin Yi slapped his head- hed forgotten that Tang Yin lived in a flat house in the slums, so there was a 

yard with tons of wild saplings there. No, I was just thinking that Id buy you some if you didnt have any 



Its alright, haha Tang Yin was evidently really happy to hear that, all warm and fuzzy and sweet for Lin Yi. 

Shed finally realized what love was like- it was a very pleasant experience Shed always pushed stuff like 

that aside, but now that she really did fall in love it couldnt be stopped at all 

Alright, see you tomorrow. They chatted for a bit until Mrs. Tang called Tang Yin over for dinner. 

In the Floating Cloud Bar was An Jianwen, his face solemn and dark as he sat beside Li Cihua. You need 

to help me this time, Cihua Bro- send some powerful people to teach that kid a lesson! He really messed 

me and Taizao up this time!! 

Cihua Bro sighed, but didnt say anything in response. 

Cihua Bro, the master of the Firewolves is with my older brother right now, and there arent any new 

masters yet, you know this- I wouldn’t be asking for this favor otherwise! Jianwen started panicking a 

little at Cihuas silence. 

Masters What level are they? Cihua finally spoke after sighing again. 

Early phase golden stage! He was supposed to be by my side, but my brother has no class- he took him 

away! Jianwens eyes were full of toxicity. If he hadnt done that I wouldnt be here enduring this 

humiliation from some little bodyguard! 
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Little bodyguard? Cihua chuckled coldly. Early phase golden class Is that so powerful? 

Hows an early phase golden class not powerful? Us normal people wont be able to stand on that height 

our entire lives! We cant even get to the late stages of physical and spiritual training, let alone the 

golden class early phase! Jianwen evidently understood a lot about ancient martial arts, aware that 

there were two paths of physical and spiritual training to reach the golden class. 

Haha, thats true, but Lin Yi isnt part of us normal people. Cihua said faintly. I wouldnt still be keeping 

him around if he were. 

Now that Jianwen and Cihua formed a partnership both sides were feeling rather pleasant dealing with 

each other. Cihua had gotten a sudden secondary income- he never expected for organ trafficking to be 

such a prosperous business! It explained why a normal house like the An family turned into a new house 

of power with just one huge step.  

As a result, Cihua didnt want any barriers between him and Jianwen right now- he decided to just tell 

the truth about Lin Yi. 

Not normal? What do you mean? Jianwen paused. Isnt he just Chu Mengyaos bodyguard? 

You think anybody could just become a bodyguard if they wanted to? You think Chu Pengzhan would 

hire him to directly be with Chu Mengyao if he wasnt good? Cihua shook his head. You and I both know 

the type of person Chu Pengzhan is- even the shareholders at his company have masters protecting 

them, and the Uncle Fu with him has to at least be golden class as well. You think hed just assign some 

trash to his only daughter that he loves so much? 



Cihuas words were full of impact now, but even he once looked down on Lin Yi- it was the case with 

many people. They needed to actually lose something before they could look at the truth honestly. 

Jianwens face changed. Lin Yis a golden class master too? 

Hmph. I had two golden class masters, early phase and late- they both died to him! Cihuas face was 

rather ferocious as he growled. Do I hate him? Do I want him dead? Yes!! Of course I do, but I cant do 

anything about it! I dont have the ability, the means! 

What? What did you say? Cihua Bro, youre saying that Lin Yi killed a golden class early and late phase?? 

Jianwens eyes were wide open in fright as he stared at Cihua- he felt his entire body chill that instant. 

Im not sure if it was him- it looked like a car accident! Cihua breathed out and regained his composure. 

But I dont think that two golden class masters can just die from a mere car accident so easily I let the 

early phase master test Lin Yi out before, too, but to no avail! 

Thats Jianwen was absolutely baffled- hed assumed that Lin Yi was some small fry who knew some 

kungfu, but that wasnt the case at all! He wasnt just formidable, he was extremely strong!! 

So, if he still isnt a threat to you yet just leave him be- itll benefit the both of us. Cihua smiled bitterly. 

The name Li Cihuas been letting me run rampant around Songshan these five years- you should know 

how frustrating for me it is if I cant even handle a kid. But let me tell you this, its something Im still able 

to endure. 

Jianwen understood that Cihua wouldnt lie to him- there wasnt any need for that, especially with the 

partnership they had going on. Cihua wouldnt want anything happening to him, since itd affect that 

alliance. 

If were talking about if hes a threat to me, not yet, I guess Jianwen shook his head. Hes just Chu 

Mengyaos bodyguard, not her boyfriend. And, according to what Ive found out, he has a girlfriend called 

Tang Yin, one of the school beauties in Songshans First School, around as pretty as Chu Mengyao. I dont 

think he actually has a relationship with Mengyao anymore, but Its just that I cant let it go. 

So what if you cant let it go? Well just have to endure, thats what humans do. Youll get used to it. Cihua 

said with a wave of his hand. 

I wanted to go against him using Tang Yin, but that doesnt seem like a plausible plan anymore. Jianwen 

said. 

Dont! Dont even think about it. Lay your hands on his woman and hell always be fighting you. Even if hes 

a late stage golden class dont think youll have peace the rest of your life! Cihua said quickly. Unless you 

have a master on a higher level by your side, dont do it. 

Yes, youre right! I have to change my approach. If we cant be enemies then Ill be friends with him! With 

him beside Chu Mengyao itll be like having a spy there, and Ill be able to know her movements 

whenever I want. Jianwen said after thinking it through. 

Thats the right mindset. Cihua raised the wine cup in his hand. Here, a toast to our partnership! 



Cheers! Jianwen wasnt troubled anymore, now that hed come up with a temporary solution. Cihua Bro, 

youre not capturing as much people anymore The people youre bringing in now is a lot less than the first 

two days- the supply isnt enough for the Firewolves demand! 

Master An, theres only so many beggars and hobos in Songshan, you know that- those we brought in are 

the most of them, and those whod heard about the kidnappings have started running away too. It isnt 

easy on our side! Cihua said. 

What about the disabled? There should be many of those, right? Theyre a minority, people wouldnt care 

if we took them, right? Jianwen was being flooded by money recently- hed never seen so much before! 

The funds in his bank account skyrocketed like insane, and that turned him a little crazy as well. 

Its more complicated with the disabled- some of them are rich as well, and some have powerful 

relatives. We cant take them without making sure first. Our men can only wait in the slums and the 

suburbs for the disabled, capturing them upon sight. Cihua said. Its fine- I know some huge underground 

bosses in the state and other cities. We can always go to them for a partnership! 

Alright, then Ill leave these to you, Cihua Bro! Jianwen nodded. He was aware that Cihua would be 

earning more if they started partnerships with underground bosses in other cities, but those were areas 

Jianwen wasnt familiar in. The An house was based in Songshan, so hed risk getting ripped off if he just 

branched out suddenly like that- might as well leave it to Cihua. 

Yes, dont worry- it wont be a problem at all. Cihua said with a wave of his hand. 

Lin Yi was shocked- An Jianwen actually came again! Where was the shame?! He even thought hed 

heard Yushu wrong when she called out to him outside his door! 

Shield Bro, An Jianwens here again, he wants to eat with you! Yushu called out from outside Lin Yis 

room. 

Oh? Whys he here again, was that blow-up doll too fun for him? Lin Yi got up and walked out the room- 

Jianwen was there on the sofa, all smiles as if nothing had gone wrong between him and Lin Yi at all. 

Chapter 434 – Five Hundred Thousand Isn’t Enough 

Mengyao only sat on the side, her face cold as she chatted with Jianwen out of courtesy. 

Lin Yi, hes here for you. Come talk to him. Mengyao sighed in relief when she saw Lin Yi walk over. She 

made her escape and walked upstairs. 

Jianwen smiled bitterly at that. Hed come here for Lin Yi, but he wanted to get closer to Mengyao, too- 

now it felt like he was personally visiting Lin Yi, and Mengyao didnt seem too passionate for him either. 

Jianwen didnt understand what hed done wrong, either. It felt like his relationship with Mengyao was 

getting worse. 

Lil bro Lin! Come, come sit! Jianwen greeted warmly. Its been a couple of days, I really missed you! 

Lin Yi felt disgusted by that- this Jianwen hadnt become gay because of that drugs properties last time, 

had he? He walked over and sat on a sofa one meter away from where Jianwen was sitting. What do you 

need, Master An? How was that blow-up doll? 



Uh Jianwens face changed instantly- he wasnt expecting Lin Yi to be prepared to break with him right 

away!  

But Jianwen hadnt come here today to go to war with him, he was here to befriend Lin Yi! He pressed 

his rage down, trying to control it. Haha, stop joking around, we were only messing with you! That 

blowup doll wasnt bad, it felt like a real person. Do you want to try, lil bro Lin? 

Ill pass, you guys have fun with it. Lin Yi shook his head as he wondered what this guy was planning 

again. If Jianwen were to tell him that he didnt mind what happened at all Lin Yi would never believe it- 

no way Jianwen would have a heart that big. Something was up, that was for sure. The guy had 

something prepared for him, and Lin Yi raised his alertness in response to that. 

Haha, alright. You have a beautiful girlfriend, lil bro Lin, you wont need stuff like this, haha! I heard its 

one of the school beauties in Songshans First School? Same as lil sis Yao Yao? Jianwen said with a laugh. 

What do you want? Lin Yis face darkened along with his attitude- was the bastard planning to do 

something to Tang Yin? Then hed show him no mercy- hed have to pay for real if he ever did anything to 

her. Im poor, and I dont like giving gifts, but I dont mind giving you a coffin. 

Jianwen was a little angered by Lin Yis threat, but remembering the two tragic deaths of Cihuas golden 

class masters stabilized his emotions instantly. He wasnt worth shit compared to those two golden class 

masters! Threatening Lin Yi would only lead to his death. 

You misunderstand, lil bro Lin! Im just congratulating you for bringing home a beauty, thats all, really! 

Jianwen explained hastily, glad that hed talked to Cihua first before actually doing anything to Tang YIn. 

Hed be fucked otherwise. 

Oh. Lin Yi nodded faintly, not quite understanding what Jianwen meant by that. 

Heres the thing. Lil bro Lin, you have a girl at home already, but this bro heres still alone! Jianwen said. 

Youre always by lil sis Yao Yaos side, arent you? Youre updated on everything about her firsthand, right? 

And? Lin Yi asked. 

I feel like lil sis Yao Yaos treating me a lot colder now. Does she have a boyfriend, or maybe someone 

she likes? Do you know anything about that? Jianwen asked. 

How am I supposed to know? Lin Yi shook his head. Why would I go investigate stuff like that? 

Thats right, I guess you dont have to trouble yourself with that kind of stuff now that you have a 

girlfriend, but Im still single! All those years chasing Chu Mengyao, to no avail A man with a full belly 

wouldnt understand a starving man! Jianwen said heavily. Ive wronged you before, but that was 

because I thought you were Chu Mengyaos boyfriend! Now that I know its not the case there really isnt 

any beef between us at all! Its still completely possible for us to be friends. 

Well, I wouldve been in trouble if I werent careful. Lin Yi didnt pity the guy one bit- what the hell did it 

matter to him whether he managed to get Mengyao to like him or not? Putting that aside, the guy was 

too dangerous for Lin Yi to let near Mengyao in the first place, anyway. 

Haha Jianwen laughed a little awkwardly. Its alright if we started out as enemies, weve bonded 

differently, thats all. And its not like youve lost anything or suffered, right? 



So what do you want me to do? Lin Yi didnt want to talk about this anymore- he decided to just get 

Jianwens purpose out from him. 

Lil bro Lin, youre always seeing Chu Mengyao at school and at home. Can you help me see if theres any 

boys particularly close to her, or anything of the sort? Can you call me and tell me information like that? 

Jianwen said. 

You want me to be a spy? Lin Yi understood what he was getting at. 

Yeah, something like that. Jianwen nodded. 

Thats not an easy job. You know how Im employed by Mister Chu Pengzhan- I cant just turn on them 

and spy for someone else. Lin Yi eyed Jianwen. 

Well, I wouldnt let you do it for free! Theres something in it for you. Jianwen thought that there was still 

a chance- Lin Yi hadnt cut the discussion off yet. Ill give you compensation 

Oh, sure. Ill help you for five hundred thousand a month. That should cover it- barely, though. Lin Yi said. 

Five hundred thousand Jianwen paused- Hed planned on giving around one hundred thousand or eighty 

thousand, but he wasnt expecting Lin Yi to say five hundred right from the get-go! This was a monthly 

salary, too! 

If its too much then forget it- Dont really wanna do something so dangerous. Its not worth risking my 

current job for that bit of money. Lin Yi said faintly. 

Five hundred thousand was a bit of money? Jianwen need a while to take that in, but after considering 

that Lin Yi was a late phase golden class master it didnt seem odd anymore. It had to be expensive hiring 

a golden class of Lin Yis calibre, that would only make sense- the early phase golden class master 

Jianwens elder brother had with him was given a five million salary yearly, and Lin Yi was a late phase 

golden class! 

 

Jianwen felt a lot more at peace after thinking with that angle- after all, five hundred thousand was just 

one kidney. Itd be fine if he thought about it that way. 

Alright, five hundred thousand! Ill leave it to you then, lil bro Lin! Jianwen said. Give me a bank account 

number, Ill send it to you directly. 

Lin Yi told Jianwen his bank account number and was finally rid of him. After hed left, Yushu poked her 

head out from the bathroom. Shield Bro, whyd you only ask for five hundred thousand Thats a bit too 

little, isnt it 

Ah Im not gonna help him in the first place, so that five hundred thousands free money anyway. Lin Yi 

smiled- hed known that Yushu had sneaked into the bathroom to eavesdrop. 

Chapter 435 – Exquisite Thought 

Youre right. You have to treat me to a meal then! Or Ill go to Yao Yao and tell on you. Yushu said as she 

looked around. 



Sure. What do want to eat? Lin Yi asked. 

I wanna eat shark meat. When will you bring me shark hunting again? Yushu still hadnt forgotten about 

that shark meat. 

Uh When we get the chance, I guess Lin Yi sweated- shark meat wasnt even good, why was this girl so 

obsessed with it? 

There were no classes the next day- the entire graduating class was participating in the tree-planting 

event. 

Other than big group activities like the spring field trip and Art Day, the students didnt have a lot of 

extra-curricular activities anymore after starting the twelfth grade. Most students were actually quite 

looking forward to this event because of that. 

Naturally, Lin Yi couldnt be seen too close with Mengyao and Yushu. He handed the willow tree saplings 

to them and reminded them of a couple of things to look out for before going to Tang Yin. 

Tang Yins was an elm tree sapling, one of the easiest trees to raise and grow, much like Lin Yis willow 

tree. 

Tang Yin was rather happy when she saw Lin Yi walk over, but felt hesitant at the same time- shed 

accepted Lin Yi, but being seen with him by so many students at school still embarrassed her. 

Lets Lets go there, its less crowded Lin Yi pointed at a less populated space. 

Alright. Lin Yi nodded and went for Tang Yins hand. 

Tang Yin jerked a little, as if to escape like a rabbit as she moved her body- but she was also worried that 

itd upset Lin Yi. She moved her body back and looked around carefully, making sure no one was looking 

before offering her small hand to Lin Yi. 

Ah Lin Yi couldnt help but feel a little amused at how shy Tang Yin looked, but it made him want to 

protect her. She was a cute girl, after all. 

Let me hold that for you. Lin Yi took Tang Yins shovel and sapling from her and held them. They werent 

very heavy to him, but they were  considerable burdens to Tang Yin. 

They went to a less crowded place, and Lin Yi put the saplings down on the ground as he prepared to 

start digging. 

Wait I think this place is Zou Ruomings territory, he always planted his trees here and kept other people 

away Tang Yin said to Lin Yi after looking around. 

I was wondering why no one was coming here. Alright, lets do it here then. Lin Yi thought that it was 

perfect if it was Ruomings territory. 

Tang Yin couldnt help but start laughing at that- she muffled her laughter with her hand as she 

remembered how afraid shed been of Ruoming, barely managing to escape him, let alone get near 

him And here she was, intruding on his planting area! 

 



Ming Bro, isnt that your territory? How come someones using it? Sapling in hand, Yun Lingxi raised his 

head to see their land being conquered. 

What the hell? What do they think theyre doing, thats my territory! Well dig their saplings out. Ruoming 

was very pissed off after hearing Lingxis words. He started running over, but stopped abruptly after 

running half the distance. Wha?? Its Lin Yi? 

Ugh Do we still get them to leave..? Lingxi asked carefully. 

Leave my fucking ass! Were going over to help! Ruoming, naturally, was long past the point of pissing Lin 

Yi off. He put on a smile instantly and waddled over. Boss Lin Yi! Planting trees with sis-in-law? 

I heard that Im intruding on your place? I could go somewhere else. Lin Yi said faintly after looking at 

Ruoming. 

Boss Lin Yi, come on! Whatre you saying? This is school territory, why would it be mine? I did plant a 

couple trees nearby, but it isnt mine as well Plus Ill plant more trees next year, and the year after that! Ill 

encircle your tree with sis-in-laws, and protect them! Ruoming said, trying to please Lin Yi. 

Oh, youve planted quite a lot of trees- Youve been studying here for so many years! Lin Yi said with 

some mockery. 

Ha, thats right! Look at that view, Im the one who planted many of those trees! Ruoming said proudly. 

Im planning on planting a fruit tree this year, and therell be fruits to eat next year! Will you come back 

with sis-in-law for some, Boss Lin? 

Maybe one day. Lin Yi was quite speechless- exactly how long was this Ruoming planning on being in 

high school? Was he even planning on graduating anymore? 

Tang Yin, on the other hand, was shivering with laughter- it went well with her small, stunning face, 

quite captivating to look at. 

Ruoming caught himself staring as well- he quickly pulled his gaze back in, aware that todays Tang Yin 

was no longer the same as the old Tang Yin he used to tease. He couldn’t even imagine the 

consequences if he still lusted after Tang Yin now. 

Lingxi, come! Were helping Boss Lin Yi dig the holes! Ruoming took out his shovel and started preparing 

for work, work that hed always get some workers to do for him.  

But today was different- he had to do this personally! 

 

What he wanted now was to ease Lin Yis anger as quickly as possible- itd be a shitfest for his family if Lin 

Yi decided to just go up to their doorstep one day.  

Even Uncle Yan wasnt an opponent to Lin Yi- Ruoming understood that he was just shit in Lin Yis eyes. 

Alright, you dont need to do that- go somewhere else. Lin Yi couldnt help but frown at Ruomings clumsy 

movements. Just stay away from me and Tang Yin from now on and everythingll be fine! Dont worry, I 

dont usually bother with small fry. 



Yes, yes Ill be going then Ruoming was absolutely delighted to hear that- he now had a safety 

guarantee! Lin Yi saw him as small fry, true, but even if itd take being treated like an ant for Lin Yi to 

leave him alone Ruoming would still gladly accept and admit it. 

After Ruoming had left, Lin Yi swiftly dug out two holes in a couple of movements- this was a task as 

easy as it got for Lin Yi, much easier than it was for someone like Ruoming. 

Tang Yins eyes reflected her surprise as well- shed understood at this point that Lin Yi was no young 

master. He was the same as her, someone whod been through tough times The success he had today 

was all a result of his own efforts! 

 

But that was precisely why Tang Yin felt insecure- Lin Yi was too excellent, too perfect. It didnt make her 

feel safe at all! It made her worry that Lin Yi would one day dump her, and pursue some other love. 

The only thing Tang Yin had some confidence about was her good looks, but what use was that? Wasnt 

Guan Xin pretty, all the same? Her grandfathers Guan Xuemin, too, a huge contribution to Lin Yis career 

Lin Yi being with Guan Xin was obviously the choice thatd make most sense 

Tang Yin sighed and shook her head slightly, shaking away the thoughts. Lin Yi wouldnt grow tired of her 

or anything, right 

A girls mind was delicate, and filled with worries and emotions Shed wanted LIn Yi to stay away from her 

before, to stop troubling her, but that had now turned into a fear that Lin Yi would leave her… 

Chapter 436 – Lonely Feng Xiaoxiao 

         

Xiaoxiao was a far distance away, her eyes and expression cold as she looked at Tang Yin and Lin Yi. She 

seemed to be in deep in thought. 

Lil sis Xiaoxiao, when should we blast Lin Yi? Pinliang asked as he rubbed his hands together. 

You dont even have the stuff ready, what am I supposed to blast him with? Xiaoxiao glared. Will your 

plan even work? We cant let Lin Yi notice! 

I dont think he will! Plus, well light it up when were sure its on him- well blast his butt open and shame 

him! Pinliang said as he fantasized getting Lin Yis ass red from the firecrackers and humiliating him in 

front of the whole school- it was his dream! 

Alright, but when will your Firetree Silverflower stuff arrive? Xiaoxiao asked as Pinliang spaced out. 

Anytime now! Ive made a couple of phone calls already. Pinliang said. Its being shipped here in a plane- 

its an Eskimo tree! 

… Xiaoxiao looked at Pinliang oddly- youd have to be as crazy as him to ship a tree over by plane. Then 

you have fun- Im going back. 



With that, Xiaoxiao turned and started walking back to the school building. She may seem in control, 

ordering around the second and third Big Four despite being the fourth it made her look strong and 

powerful. 

But Xiaoxiao was a lonely person- she didnt have a real friend, a genuine friend. Shed always see 

Mengyao hanging out with that crazy Yushu, and Lin Yi with that Xiaobo Xiaoxiao couldnt help but feel 

jealous that she was the only one without friends while others did. 

Friends? I dont need friends! Xiaoxiao said to herself. I dont need friends, and I dont need friendships! Ill 

be fine on my own, as long as Im happy. Saves me the trouble of crying when I have to say goodbye 

Liang Bro, I feel like Feng Xiaoxiaos in a bad mood? Xiaofu asked curiously as he watched Xiaoxiaos 

solitary figure disappear into the distance. 

She got soaked in Lin Yis pee! Would you be in a good mood after that? Pinliang curled his lips, as if 

stating the obvious. Just focus on the plan tonight with the Firetree Silverflower. You really think Chu 

Mengyao will like this lighting up the night sky? 

I think so! Xiaofu thought about it. Liang Bro, maybe you should write love notes to Chu Mengyao and 

fold them into a heart shape to stack on the tree! You can hang it on the tree, and when Chu Mengyao 

sees it shell be happy for sure! 

Yeah, that makes sense. Get some paper then, help me write it! Pinliang nodded- it was a good idea, 

especially since he didnt have anything to do right now. Might as well write some love notes. 

Uh I dont think two people are enough. We need more help! Xiaofu said. But I guess well have a lot of 

helpers if we just give out some money. 

Alright, Ill leave it to you! Pinliang dug out a thousand kuai for Xiaofu. You take care of this first- Ill go 

make my presence known! 

With that, Pinliang walked over to Mengyao. He wanted to let her know first and tell her to come see his 

confession to her tonight 

Shu, why arent you digging anymore? Mengyao curiously looked at Yushu rubbing her hands as she sat 

on the ground. 

Oh. Im tired…. Yushu had tossed her shovel aside a long time ago- she thought tree-planting was fresh 

and interesting, but after just a while of digging it got too tiring. She decided that shed just not dig her 

hole and wait until Mengyao finished with hers- they could plant their saplings together in one hole. Yao 

Yao, lets put our saplings together and plant them! What do you think? 

I dont like it very much. Whyre you always trying to laze around? Stand up! Come dig with me! Mengyao 

rolled her eyes, pissed. Yushu was treating her like a laborer! 

But Yao Yao Im tired Youre the big sister, youre older, so you need to pamper me a little Yushu wasnt 

willing to stand up. 

That Lin Yi, still busy hitting on girls! Cant he come help out?? Mengyao couldnt do anything about 

Yushu, so she gritted her teeth and continued the digging, sweating as she cursed Lin Yis name non-stop. 



That bastard, Im cutting his salary! Doesnt he know how to be a follower at all? Doesnt he know this is 

the time to be helping?? 

Uh Should I go bring Shield Bro over to help? Yushu felt that it was a little inappropriate for her to be 

sitting around while Mengyao did all the work herself. 

Bring him? Forget it! Hes preoccupied with his girl, were the least of his priorities! Mengyao hmphed. 

Whats so good about Tang Yin anyway, our Shus so much prettier, and cute, too 

Oh. Youre pretty too, Yao Yao! Why dont you go seduce Shield Bro, let him have a taste of you! Hell 

probably come slave for you if you do that, right? Yushu suggested. 

Why dont you go do it, if its such a good idea? Youre the one with the boobs, perfect for seduction! 

Mengyao glared. 

Alright then, Ill give it a try next time Yushu nodded her head, as if shed understood something. 

Mengyao was about to educate Shu a little more when she heard her cry out happily. Yao Yao! We have 

a helper coming! Hell come work for us! 

Hm? Mengyao paused and raised her head to see Pinliang walking over with quick steps. She turned to 

Yushu and whispered. Youre not talking about Zhong Pinliang, are you..? 

Hehe, yeah! Hes a free laborer! Itll be a waste if we dont use a resource offered for free. Yushu started 

waving to Pinliang as she spoke. Liangy! Yao Yaos calling for you! 

Pinliang was delighted to hear Yushu call him handsome- he did put on a flashy suit today for the big 

show tonight, and assumed that Yushu found him attractive because of it. He waddled over quickly. Yao 

Yao, Shu, what can I do for you? 

(Liangy sounds like handsome in Chinese) 

Yao Yao, youre tired, arent you? Go rest on that bench over there, Ill dig the holes! Yushu took 

Mengyaos shovel from her, making eye contact with her and raising her eyebrow. 

Mengyao was amused and feeling helpless at the same time- this Yushu was always so retarded when 

with her, but whenever an outsider was involved she turned calculative as hell all of a sudden She 

wondered if she was just acting 

Yushu was most likely getting her away so she could scam Pinliang, since Mengyao would be too 

embarrassed to have Pinliang dig the holes for her if she were with them. With her gone, however, 

Yushu could use Mengyaos name to get Pinliang to work for them all she wanted 

Then Ill go rest a bit Mengyao didnt want to let Pinliang help, but she did exhaust herself from all that 

digging- it was time for some rest. 

And so, Mengyao acted as if she didnt know what Yushu was up to, deciding that shed let Yushu take 

care of it. If Pinliang wanted to be a laborer so much then he could do whatever he wanted- it was Yushu 

asking for her in the first place, not her.  

The thought comforted Mengyaos heart quite a bit as she went for a break… 



Chapter 437 – Catching the Laborer 

Pinliang was thinking of avoiding Mengyao himself and talk to Yushu about tonights Firetree Silverflower 

plans- there were some things he didnt really want to mention in front of Mengyao. 

He was worried that Mengyao might reject him right away without any concern for his reputation- thatd 

make Pinliang look pretty pathetic, and itd have an irreversible effect, too. 

So Pinliang decided to go talk to Yushu about it first. As long as Yushu was willing to help persuade 

Mengyao into watching his Firetree Silverflower performance, then he was sure Mengyao would show 

up. Naturally, the performance would move her, and that might even make her fall for him 

Shu is right, Yao Yao! You go take a break first, dont overwork yourself! Pinliang said, following Yushus 

lead. 

Mengyao couldnt be happier that Pinliang wasnt bothering her- now that hed asked her to leave shed 

never reject it. 

Yushu blinked at Pinliang after Mengyao had walked away. You need my help, right, Liangy? What is it! 

Ugh How did you know? Pinliang paused, thinking that this Yushu was pretty smart. 

Every time you come looking for me its to ask me to help you. Yushu handed her shovel to Pinliang, a 

smile on her face. Here, help me dig the holes and tell me what it is. Well talk about it after I know what 

you need. 

Alright! Pinliang quickly took the shovel, looking at Yushu very gratefully. Every time he went to her for 

help shed always cause trouble, but she sure was being understanding today! 

 

Mengyao would probably faint from shock if she were here- Yushu hadnt even promised Pinliang 

anything! She was just being a little nicer, and that was enough to get Pinliang to labor for her for 

nothing, for free! Only Pinliang was dumb enough to fall for something like that. 

Im thirsty- tell your follower to get some cold drinks. Yushu seated herself on a soil pack, hugging her 

legs as she talked to Pinliang. 

Sure thing! Pinliang quickly turned to call out to Xiaofu, who was some distance away. Xiaofu! Go buy 

some drinks, cold ones! Hurry! 

Pinliang waited until Xiaofu had left for the drinks before speaking to Yushu. Shu I actually do have 

something I need you to help with 

Oh. Tell me- Ill see if I can do it. Yushu nodded half-heartedly, a little displeased that Pinliang had 

stopped digging. Ill dig the holes if you dont want to- tell me what it is after I finish digging. 

Ill dig the holes I wouldnt let you dig them, obviously Pinliang gulped as he quickly resumed the digging. 

Ill tell you what it is as I dig, okay? So heres the thing. Theres this tree called an Eskimo tree, and I heard 

its symbolic for love. According to legend, if you confess to a girl under this tree youll be able to win her 

heart 



Youre not trying to tell me you have an Eskimo tree, right? Yushu wondered how stupid could someone 

get- did Pinliang reallly believe in such an unfounded legend? 

Yeah, I have an Eskimo tree thats being shipped over by plane. I asked Xiaofu to go write some 

confession notes already for me to hang on the tree. Pinliang said. 

Is that so? Yushu said faintly as she busied herself with her phone. 

Yeah, but thats not the main event tonight! Its a little something I call Firetree Silverflower- Ill be lighting 

up the sky with fireworks on the tree, writing Yao Yaos name with those fireworks in the sky! Itll be a 

huge confession. Pinliang didn’t know if Yushu was even listening, but as frustrating as it was he didnt 

dare lose his temper. 

Oh, fireworks? Sounds fun. Ill go take a look, so dont worry- Yao Yao will be coming with me too. 

Naturally, Yushu wouldnt want to miss a large-scale fireworks show like that. 

Thats great! Pinliang exclaimed happily as he increased his digging speed. It wasnt a while until a huge 

hole was made. Shu, is this okay? 

Yeah. Dig one more beside it. Yushu nodded, satisfied. 

Again? Pinliang made a bitter face in response- it was hard enough just digging one now he had to dig 

another? 

This ones mine, and the next holes Yao Yao, but if you dont want to its alright, Ill just tell Yao Yao that 

you want her to dig it herself. Yushu stood up to call out to Mengyao. 

N-No! Dont Pinliang wanted to tear up- all that work and he wasnt even doing it for Mengyao? If Yushu 

said that to Mengyao right now then his previous efforts would be wasted, and Yushu might even cause 

some trouble to ruin his surprise tonight! He gritted his teeth, deciding it was not something he could 

risk. Ill keep digging Cant let you and Yao Yao do this kind of work, right? Leave it to the boys! 

You keep digging then- Yao Yao did say that she likes stronger boys. Yushu sat down again. 

Im strong! Look, Im not even tired yet, that was just thirty percent of my strength! I can go even faster! 

Pinliang quickly said in response. 

A while later and Xiaofu returned with some drinks. Im back, Liang Bro! Are these enough? 

Yeah, thats enough! Pinliang gestured for Xiaofu to leave and handed two of them to Yushu. Can you get 

one to Yao Yao? 

Sure. Im going then, you keep at the digging! Call me when youre done. Yushu took the drinks and 

started walking to where Mengyao was after giving Pinliang some instructions. 

Pinliang let his sweat drip down as he gave the digging his all- he wanted to portray just how strong it 

was, gritting through the exhausting work as he kept a smile on his face 

Yao Yao, here! Yushu handed Mengyao a drink. 

Im fine- you drink it. Mengyao shook her head. She was an attentive person when it came to Pinliang- 

she didnt want to give him any opportunities, especially when it came to taking stuff from him. 



Ill drink it myself then! Yushu didnt care- shed gotten used to conning Pinliang a long time ago. 

Did you tell him I wanted him to dig the holes? Mengyao frowned at how passionate Pinliang was 

digging the hole. 

Nope! I just said that Yao Yao likes strong boys. Hes trying to impress you with his strength, hehe. Yushu 

smiled. 

Since when did I like strong boys..? Mengyao blinked, not expecting Yushu coming up with an excuse like 

that to get Pinliang to work. 

Shield Bros strong, isnt he? Dont you like him? Yushu asked. 

Why are we talking about him again? Do you think Ill ever like someone so blind! Id never bother with 

him. Mengyao uttered with one look at where Lin Yi was, annoyed. 

Chapter 438 – Injection 

Pinliang was soaked with sweat after finishing the second hole- he looked at the results of his effort, and 

could almost see Mengyao fawning over him, admiring him for his victory and saying how Liang Bro was 

her prince charming 

Pinliang wiped away the sweat on his brow, filled with energy and motivation- he didnt feel tired 

anymore! 

 

He was busy fantasizing when Yushu walked over, a smile on her face as she looked at Pinliang. Liangy, 

Yao Yao asks if youre tired? 

Not at all! Something like this isnt enough to tire me, Im not tired at all! It wouldnt be a problem if I dug 

eight or ten of these holes in one breath. Pinliang claimed. 

Oh, thats perfect! Yao Yao said she likes kind and strong boys, so you should go help other people dig 

their holes! Yushu suggested. 

Ah?? Pinliang couldnt believe what he was hearing- he had to help other people with their holes now?  

But now that hed made the claim itd be like slapping his own face if he went back on it now Without 

much of a choice left, Pinliang started nodding dejectedly. Ill go help out then 

Heh, the idiots finally gone. Yao Yao! You can come back now! Lets start planting the trees! Yushu called 

out to Mengyao, waving at her as she spoke. 

Shu, how come youre like a dumb weirdo sometimes and smart other times? I think youre acting in front 

of me, arent you! Mengyao said, speechless towards her best friend. 

Oh. Thats not true, Im just a kid when Im with you, Yao Yao Yushu pulled on Mengyaos arm. Im not 

dumb, come on 

Alright, youre not. I believe you. Mengyao said with a shake of her head, not wanting to spend more 

time on the problem. She picked her sapling up and started to plant it 



Mengyao and Yushu were finished with their saplings a while later, and were about to walk back to class 

to rest when some people ran over carrying an oddly shaped sapling Pinliang was walking in front, giving 

out orders and the like. 

Pinliang was completely exhausted at this point, but ignored the numbness in his limbs for the sake of 

appearing strong and fine in front of Mengyao, prancing about as they moved the sapling. Careful there, 

this is an imported sapling! Dont drop it 

Yao Yao, look! Someone actually did it, that thing you called stupid! Yushu said excitedly as she pointed 

at Pinliangs eskimo tree. See, that tree has an injection too! 

… Mengyao didnt know what to say- was Pinliang really that stupid? What did he think he was doing 

with a tree with life support? Itd probably die the moment he pulled the injection out. Ignore him, lets 

go back to class first.  

Okay… Yushu wanted to check the whole thing out, but Pinliang probably still needed a while before he 

could light up the night sky with his Firetree Silverflower project. She could just come out after he was 

done. 

But Mengyao and Yushu were just about to leave when Pinliang couldnt hold out anymore- he fell to the 

ground with a thump. Hed been digging so many holes that his legs started shaking, and hed worked 

until almost noon on an empty stomach It was too much for his body to handle. 

Yao Yao! Pinliang fainted! Yushu went over to see what was happening. 

Who cares- someonell take care of it. Mengyao couldnt care less what happened to Pinliang. 

Come on, just one look and well come back, okay? Yushu wasnt one to walk away from entertainment. 

Fine, well take a look from far away. Mengyao nodded helplessly. 

Yushu quickened her pace and ran over to see Xiaofu frantically trying to hold Pinliang up. Liang Bro, 

Liang Bro! Whats wrong?? 

Let me see! Yushu ran over to look at Pinliang. 

Uh Xiaofu wasnt sure if he should let Yushu see, but pissing Yushu off was something even Pinliang didnt 

dare do, let alone him. He moved aside and let her get closer. 

Oh, I know, hes too weak- we need to give him some protein liquid! Yushu said as she looked around. 

She grabbed onto the life support injection from the Eskimo tree beside Pinliang and rammed it into his 

butt 

Everyone watching stared with wide open eyes- using protein liquid for plants on a human..? Xiaofu was 

looking especially worried as his heart thumped Pinliang wouldnt die from this, would he? 

Ow!! Pinliang woke up with a jolt from the pain- the injection needle was for plants, and it was quite 

thick! It was an extreme pain to have it injected inside him. 

See? Hes awake! Yushu said gleefully. Im a miracle doctor! 



…… The crowd didnt know how to respond to the ridiculous stuff Yushu was saying, calling herself a 

miracle doctor and all. Although, it was true that Pinliang had awoken 

Yushu, naturally, wasnt stupid- she wouldnt perform attempted murder here in front of everyone. There 

was a lot of meat in the buttcheeks, and sticking a needle in there wouldnt do much damage except 

cause some pain 

Alright, no need to thank me! Ill be off then. With that, Yushu turned and ran away 

Pinliang, on the other hand, turned around and looked at the gigantic needle inside his ass- he fainted 

from the shock right away 

What do we do? He fainted again! Do we pull the needle out and stick it in again? Xiaofu wasnt sure 

how to react to Pinliang fainting again. 

Shu, how could you poke someone with a needle like that? What if you killed him? Mengyao was quite 

shocked at what Yushu had done. 

Hehe, itll be fine! I specifically picked an area with a lot of meat. Yushu said. 

… Mengyao didnt know what to say Her best friend was a little too savage, wasnt she 

Kang Zhaolong had made many phone calls to pet stores already, but still hadnt found a purebred 

german shepherd There were mixed ones, but their poop was still slightly different from the Pill of Life 

Extension and Toxin Cleansings dog poop 

So Zhaolong decided to get a purebred one. After asking around hed learned that one needed to book 

and preorder a purebred german shepherd with an indefinite waiting time, since it was a more luxurious 

species that was already in demand and ordered. The pet stores were only responsible for contacting 

the source. 

Zhaolong was in a rush, and couldnt just wait for them to go make that order- he had to use his 

connections and ask the upper society people in Donghai if they had any german shepherds. 

Unexpectedly, there was. 

There was an owner of a large Donghai hotel who had a german shepherd- coincidentally, the owner 

was a friend of his grandpas, whod attended the birthday feast that other day! 

 

And so Zhaolong told his grandpa about it, hoping that hed be able to borrow or maybe purchase the 

dog from the hotel owner. 

Chapter 439 – Test 

This was something serious, and would be responsible for the Kangs future strength. As such, it was an 

important priority to Miracle Doctor Kang, who dialed the hotel owner up after Zhaolong talked with 

him. 

He seemed to recall the hotel owner bring a dog with him to the feast that day, but since he wasnt 

particularly on the lookout for dogs, he didnt know if it was a german shepherd. 



Mister Zhang? Im Kang Laicai. Miracle Doctor Kang had a good relationship with this hotel owner- he got 

along well with all business families other than the strongest houses. The Kangs were considered 

extremely successful businessmen compared to them, despite not being on the same level as the top-

tier families. 

Good day, Miracle Doctor Kang. Did you need anything? The hotel owner found it odd- why had Miracle 

Doctor Kang called personally all of a sudden? Even when they contacted each other it was with Miracle 

Doctor Kangs eldest son, Kang Guifeng. 

Yes- I heard you have a german shepherd? Miracle Doctor Kang asked. 

Oh? I do have one Mister Zhang didnt know where this was coming from. My wife doesnt have much to 

do at home, and she likes dogs- I think I brought the german shepherd to your birthday feast that other 

day. 

Mister Zhang, my grandson Zhaolong likes german shepherds, but we couldnt find any after looking 

through many pet stores I wouldnt be asking if it could be helped Miracle Doctor Kang hesitated a little. 

Asking for a dog from Mister Zhang like this might arouse his suspicion, but time was of the essence 

here- he couldnt be beating around the bush. Even if Mister Zhang did suspect him of something, it 

wouldnt even cross his mind that it was dog shit he was after 

Oh? So your grandson likes german shepherds, Miracle Doctor Kang? I see, I see- Ill have someone send 

you the german shepherd in a bit! Mister Zhang said after a brief pause, not expecting Miracle Doctor 

Kang to have called for a dog. Hed thought that it was something serious, too. What dog would the 

Kangs have no access to, anyway, with the power and money they now had? 

Calling him for a dog only meant that he valued him, so Mister Zhang didnt think much about it before 

saying yes. Although, there were a couple of things he needed to inform Miracle Doctor Kang. Miracle 

Doctor Kang, this dog is a little bit special My wife pampers it a lot, and it always steals food from the 

cupboards sand everything, also pooping and peeing everywhere often I was actually prepared to sell 

the dog or gift it to someone if you hadnt come to me, but now that Im giving it to you these are things I 

have to remind you- I wouldnt want to hide them from you 

Miracle Doctor Kang, naturally, was glad that pooping was good- the dog not pooping was the only thing 

he was afraid of! Thats a small issue, its alright. Thank you a lot, Mister Zhong- Ill have Zhaolong come 

visit you to give you thanks one day! 

Haha, its no big deal. If you say its fine, Miracle Doctor Kang, Ill have the german shepherd sent to you in 

a while! Mister Zhang said. 

Mister Zhang wanted to please the Kangs, so he quickly delivered the dog to the Kang household in 

almost no time at all. 

Upon receiving the german shepherd, Zhaolong quickly fed it a lot of dog food and got in return a warm 

portion of dog poop. 

Its the same! Its completely identical! After our lab analysis we found that the Pill of Life Extension and 

Toxin Cleansings dog poop ingredient fully matches the dog poop here! We were right, the pills 



ingredient was a german shepherd’s dog poop! Zhaolong reported the analysis report to Miracle Doctor 

Kang excitedly as soon as he got his hands on it. 

Its actually the same?? Miracle Doctor Kang found it hard to contain his excitement as well- he slammed 

a palm onto the coffee table and almost flipped everything over, demonstrating just how thrilled he 

currently was. 

It really is identical! Weve gotten our hands on the component of the pill! Zhaolong said. Well be able to 

carry out clinical experiments soon! 

Good, good! House Kangs future shines bright! Miracle Doctor Kang started laughing at the sky. 

Zhaolong, you and Zhaoming have made huge contributions! Hurry, as you stockpile on german 

shepherd poop, get some people to consume them and see what effects take place! 

Grandpa, I I wouldnt suggest having outsiders test try the poop! Zhaolong shook his head. The Pill of Life 

Extension and Toxin Cleansing is still in an extreme confidential stage, and we shouldnt let other people 

know about it. Even if we dont tell them its dog poop theyre eating they might still be able to make a 

guess! I suggest we leave the testing to the people in the family. 

Youre right- then call your father, second uncle, and Zhaoming over to discuss this! Miracle Doctor Kang 

quickly pulled closed the curtains. Zhaolong was right- this was a very important thing for the family, we 

shouldnt let outsiders be involved. The loss would be too immense if the recipe was exposed. 

Miracle Doctor Kangs study was soon occupied by Kang Guifeng, Cuipu, Zhaolong, and Zhaoming, seated 

on the sofas as Miracle Doctor Kang sat in his rocking chair, eyes closed and deep in thought. 

The group dared not interrupt him as they sat quietly and carefully, patiently waiting for the doctor to 

speak. It wasnt a long while until Miracle Doctor Kang opened his eyes. Regarding the dog poop Its now 

the highest priority and confidential secret in the Kang house. Only the people in this room should be 

aware of it- it shouldnt be exposed to the outside, and this includes your wives and future wives! 

Understood! Guifeng understood just how important this confidentiality was- should this Pill of Life 

Extension and Toxin Cleansing succeed, the Kangs would be in a position levels beyond the one they 

were at. As such, the secret must never be exposed. 

Cuipu and Zhaolong nodded as well- even Zhaoming understood the importance of the situation as he 

made his promise to keep it secret. Dont worry, grandpa- we wont say anything! 

Hm. Next, lets talk about the clinical experiments. Zhaoming had went through the strenuous test 

already, so Zhaoming wont be participating this time. Miracle Doctor Kang said. This time itll be me, 

Guifeng, Cuipu, and Zhaolong testing the medicine! 

I can do it, grandpa! Its no problem! Zhaoming was full of energy every day after consuming the Pill of 

Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing- he wanted to participate now that hed experienced the pill. 

If thats what you want then you can join. Dog poop, after all, wouldnt kill you or enhance you too much. 

Miracle Doctor Kang nodded, not insisting on leaving Zhaoming out. Ill take in the other half of the Pill of 

Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing- you guys split this dog poop here. 



Miracle Doctor Kang pointed at the two boxes on the coffee table. He wasnt stupid- as things stood, dog 

shit was the same as the Pill of Life Extension and Toxic Cleansing, but there was no guarantee that both 

were same pure poop. He decided to take the half of the original pill. 

Zhaoming actually wanted the half of the original pill, but now that his grandfather took it, he couldnt 

really fight for it. He nodded in response. 

And so, the elders and youngsters of the Kang family sat around and started cutting the dog poop into 

separate portions, filling the room with a horrendous, choking, smell… 

Chapter 440 – Feng Xiaoxiao’s Suspicious Movements 

The students who had finished with the planting went back to class for study hall- they didnt need the 

teachers to be telling them to study anymore, not in the twelfth grade. Those who wanted to study 

would naturally study, and those who didnt, like Ruomings kind, wouldnt, no matter how you forced 

him. 

Mengyao and Yushu spent a while on their MP4 upon returning to the classroom before starting doing 

some revisions. The hard road of the Gaokao wouldnt cut them any slack for being pretty, and since 

both of them didnt want to rely on their families, theyd set out to get good grades by themselves. 

Tang Yin and Lin Yi had finished as well, and Tang Yin went back to class to get to the books. Shed been 

busy with her fathers operation recently, and there was her relationship with Lin Yi, too- she hadnt had 

much time to spend on studying. Her grades would probably start dropping if she didnt start working 

hard again. 

Tang Yin wanted to stay a little longer with Lin Yi, but what if she couldnt make it into university? 

The two finished lunch at the cafeteria and paid Mrs. Tang a visit at her food stand before going back to 

their respective classrooms. 

Xiaoxiao was sitting at her desk alone, eating a lunchbox quietly. She raised her head to look at Lin Yi as 

he walked over only to lower it back down again, focusing on her meal. 

Those lunchboxes from there arent clean- I had one before, found a fly in it. Lin Yi said with a smile after 

looking at the logo on the lunchbox. 

Pfft-! Xiaoxiao spit out the piece of meat shed been chewing on before glaring right at Lin Yi. Youre 

doing this on purpose, arent you? 

Ah, Im just kindly reminding you. Lin Yi shrugged. Sitting next to Xiaoxiao was rather unsettling- he 

needed to get rid of her soon. 

Xiaoxiao eyed Lin Yi angrily, thinking that if this was how Lin Yi wanted to play shed gladly entertain him! 

Shed been feeling rather bad for the upcoming ass-blasting later, but since Lin Yi was being an ass she 

decided that itd be fine humiliating him tonight. Hmph!  

It was around study hall at night when Pinliang finished the preparations- he sent Xiaoxiao a text to tell 

her that they could carry out the next stage of the operation.  



Xiaoxiao wasnt worried that Lin Yi wouldnt go join the performance- since Yushu and Mengyao were 

going, it wasnt possible that Lin Yi wouldnt be there as the bodyguard and all. 

Pinliang had also sent a text to Yushu as well. Yao Yao, lets go breathe some fresh air? Its so boring in 

here! 

Right now? Mengyao frowned. Shed just started some math problems for practice, and was in the 

middle of solving the first one! It wasnt very good timing. 

Yeah! I heard therell be fireworks on the field, lets go see, okay? Yushu said. 

Fireworks? Its not that Zhong Pinliang again, is it? Mengyao wasnt stupid- shed managed to guess what 

this whole thing might be about. 

Hehe, yeah! You coming, Yao Yao? Yushu didnt try hiding it now that Mengyao had figured it out. 

Dont want to. Mengyao shook her head. 

Well I cant go alone if you dont, can I Its dark outside already, what if I get scared! Yushu started pulling 

at Mengyao, intending to force her out with her. 

You? Scared? Mengyao didnt believe it. Werent you the one beating ghosts to death in that theme park 

haunted house? 

But Yushu was insisting- helpless, Mengyao stood up and walked with her. 

Zhong Pinliang wants to use fireworks to confess to Chu Mengyao- arent you going to watch? Xiaoxiao 

had to explain to Lin Yi- it didnt seem like he was getting up. 

Fireworks? Lin Yi had thought the girls were going to the bathroom, so he didnt really think about it- 

now that Xiaoxiao told her what was going on he needed to go take a look himself. 

As for why Xiaoxiao knew something like this, Lin Yi wasnt surprised at all. The girl was always with 

Pinliang, so it was only natural that shed be aware of his plans and schemes. 

But Lin Yi found it a bit odd- why was Xiaoxiao being so nice, reminding him and everything? Could she 

have some other plan in mind? 

Lin Yi stepped out the bathroom and Xiaoxiao followed- it didnt go unnoticed by Lin Yi, who saw 

Xiaoxiaos figure in the window as he turned the corner at the stairs. 

Lin Yi smiled- so she was coming too. He didnt think it was likely that Xiaoxiao would just let yesterdays 

events go like that. She was just waiting for the correct moment to explode on him. 

In the forest behind the school was a very huge crowd of students whod received the news- there were 

highschoolers from different grades and even some middle schoolers whod been attracted over after 

school ended for them. 

It seemed that Pinliang had spread the news about his Firetree Silverflower plan beforehand to attract 

an audience. 



Pinliang stood with Xiaofu beside a tree covered in fireworks and paper notes, full of extreme hate for 

Yushu at this point. The girl almost disabled his butt with that needle! It was still painfully swollen. 

A needle for trees was simply not meant for insertion into the human body. As furious as Pinliang was, 

he needed to maintain his smile for Yushu- after all, he needed her to get Mengyao to attend the 

fireworks confession performance he was about to put on. 

Liang Bro, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushus here! Lin Yis not far away behind them, too! Xiaofu whispered 

to Pinliang. 

Yeah, I saw. You go bring Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu over, also Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao. Ive told Feng 

Xiaoxiao about the procedure already; shell just need to wait until Lin Yi gets screwed! Pinliang 

instructed quietly. 

Alright, Liang Bro! Xiaofu nodded and opened up a path in the crowd of students. Stay away, everyone! 

Let our female lead tonight through! 

Xiaofu had a pretty strong influence over the regular students in the school. 

Chu Mengyao, Chen Yushu- Liang Bro has everything prepared, all thats left is you girls! Xiaofu made an 

invitational gesture. 

Well watch here, no need to go over. Mengyao didnt want to get any closer- she wasnt very interested 

in the whole Firetree Silverflower thing in the first place. 

Yao Yao, lets go Its not a very good view from here Yushu pulled at Yao Yao, a little upset. I still want to 

give Zhong Pinliang an injection! 

… Mengyao didnt have a choice and let Yushu pull her over. She knew how this best friend of hers was 

like- she just liked being entertained. It wasnt like she was trying to help Pinliang out or anything. 

Lin Yi followed from afar, as did Xiaoxiao, except this time she walked past Lin Yi right away to start 

helping Pinliang with the work. 

Lin Yi didnt quite understand why Xiaoxiao was going out of her way to help Pinliang like that. From 

what hed seen, Xiaoxiao was the dominant one even though she had the same Big Four title like 

Pinliang. Since Pinliang was the inferior one, why would Xiaoxiao go help Pinliang with stuff like that? 

 


